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TH E NTEV NORMAL SCHOOL recently,
The First Session Opened Last
Morning.
Tli

Mon-da-

y

I'lrKt Noniml School In New Mexico
Opi-il iKlcr the Mont Auspicio!! ClrCUmStlIlICeit.

Last .Monday morning about fifty of
tin' oitimiM of .Silver City assembled at
the Presbyterian church to witness the
opening' exercises of the new normal
school. About forty of the pupils w ho
will attend the school were in attendance at 10 o'clock, the hour fixed for the

VES-

-

ojieniiig exercises.
They were Heated in
the maiu audience room of the church
while the visitors were accommodated
with scats in the wing.
Mayor Fleming presided and at a few
minutes after ten he arose and announced
that the excrciVs would be opened with
prayer by Rev. Fitch. After prayer
there was music. Mrs. Shelby played the
piano and eight or ten young ladies sang.
Mayor Fleming then introduced Hon.
V. G. lülch, a member of the loard of
regents of the normal school, who spoke
in part as IoIIowr:

Mr.' President and. Fellow Citizens:
Education, as known to the American
public school system, has been mainly
the outgrowth of the century in which
we live. It is a creation that was made
posHiblu under treedoiu as known to our
government ; was indeed made an essential because xi its being necessary to an
intelligent and stable government, of the
lieople,. by and for Í he, people.
Prior, to thiH century, education was
almost exclusively the business of the
church .0 It was largely confined to the
priests and monks and representa, i ves
of the religions orders. They stood at
the head of the great educational institutions of the world of jjiat period, and assumed that it fywliefoile and exclusive
businew of the chjjrch to educate, iullu-enc- e
and control mankind. Xdie facilities were limited and expensive and
learning wart) confined to the wealthy

from the educational systems
and methods brought to the country by
the Franciscan and Dominican friars,
At the date of the American oecuna-tioin 184(1, or thereabouts, there were
a few cliurch schools in the territory, of
which those of Vicar Martinez at Taos
and Father Leyva at San Miguel, are
still kindly remembered by the older
Mexican population.
Suh(Ucntly came the Christian brothers, tin sisters of Loretta and the sisters
of mercy, under whom a considerable
number of schools were established in
the territory. There were likewise established from time to time during the
h
earlier days of American occupancy,
schools, at Santa Fe, Taos, Las
Vegas, Tiptonville, Laguna and elsewhere variously under Presbyterians,
Methodists and liaptists. Subseiuently
came the Congregationalists, with academic schools at Suma Fe, Las Vegas and
Albuquerque.
The first attempt to establish American public schools by law, supported by
A few
direct taxation, was in 1873.
schools were started under the law, but
owing to the small amount of money
available, but little was accomplished.
Some of the schools located in Knglish
speaking localities were more or less assisted by private subscription, and thus
maintained a precarious existence.
In 187t a carefully prepared school bill,
with liberal financial provisión, was introduced in the legislative assembly of
that year, which passed the council 9 to
4 but was defeated In the house 12 to 10,
two members not voting, who would have
voted for the bill, if by so doing their
votes would have secured the passage of
in
the bill. The bill was
character and encountered the active
hostility of the Jesuits.
A similai' late overtook similar school
bills introduced in 187.8 and 1880 respectively.

In the meantime, it is worthy of note
that Silver City secured the enactment
of a law authorizing an independent
school district, with authority to levy a
few.
sufficient tax for its support; and thus
Such was the marked condition in was established, in this city, the first
Kurope at thé datg of the settlement of American public school that cmld com
the American if co'ritinent, and of the mand a sulliciency of public money for
founding of thjtyeat republic.
its maintenance.
New Mex'iconj ith the rest of Spanish
It was not until 1881, after railroads
America, iihe. d whatever educational had crossed and recrossed the territory
resources slip H" r possessed, until quite and brought new blood and new people,

...
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and public sentiment became educated
up to the public school idea, that a general latv was enacted worthy of the
name, and under which the school system of the territory took on anything
like a satisfactory character and proportions. This law has since been
amended and revised and during the
past few years the territory has come to
the front with a school system that
compares favorably ivith the country at
large.
One of the great drawbacks has teen
the want oí competent teachers versed
in modern methods.
Thus, having given you a brief history
of education and of public
schools as
known to New Mexico, we come to the
act of the Mili legislative assembly,
makwhich became a law Feb. 11,
ing modest appropriations and authorizing if establishment of two normal
schools; one at Las Vega.-- and one here
at Silver City, and in honor of which
we are assembled today, to give formal
emphasis to the opening oí the first
normal school to be established in the
territory. I trust, that Monday, the
third day of Septemlicr, 1894 will mark
the beginning of an era in the rise and
progress of the normal school and by
parity of reasoning the public schools of
the territory, which will result in their
equal to the best on the conI

1891-1-

tinent.
Of the splendid site and campus if the
normal school donated by Silver City,
the letting of the contract for the erection of the school hi ilding and the selection of the faculty, by the board of
regents, you are all more or less familiar.
The thanks of the regents are due, ami
on their liehalf I make this the occasion
for expressing public acknowledgements
society of this
to the Presbyterian
church, for their kindly and generous
lender of the use of this building rent
free, and which has enabled the board
to open and maintain the normal school
from the beginning of the school year.
Of the necestity for the normal school,
it goes without saying, when we consider
for a moment the fact that the old slates
such as Massachusetts, New York and
Ohio, not to mention Indiana, Wiseon-si- n
and Kansas, have each among many
others long since, established the normal school as a prime necessity at an
exjienseof hundreds of thousands of
dollars, and all of which has since been
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HONEST DEMOCRATS.
kept up muí maintained atan annual ship and stated with pride that this is a
expense in each state of tens of thou- nation of educated men and women.
Lincoln, CIihvvh kiiiI
sands of dollars additional. The current His manner indicated that his heart is The Democrats of Stand on the
Eddy Counties
demand for teachers renders these in the work of education and that the
ChleRgo ritttform.
schools a permanent necessity in the board of regents had made no mistake
The following ringing platform was
school economy of each state. In the in selecting him as the principal of the
by the democrats of Lincoln,
adopted
territory, still in the formative period of new school.
A duet was then sung by Miss Lida Chaves and Eddy counties at their disthe commonwealth to he, how much
Mcintosh and Prof. Selby and it was trict convention. They have the true
more a necessity democratic ring:
dilated at
highly appreciated by the audience.
Here the
We, the representatives of the democProf. Theihuann made a few remarks
length on normal methods and
the old and new methods of teaching. on the relation of the public schools racy of the legislative district, composed
In conclusion he said: The regents of the county to the normal school, of the counties of Lincoln, Chaves and
have sought and they helieve they after which Mayor Fleming addressed Eddy, in convention assembled, reallirni
have secured a faculty of educators of the pupils and closed by offering three our adherence and devotion to the funlarge usefulness and inHueiiee,supported prizes to be competed for by the pupils damental principles of democracy.
First. We declare and .pledge our
with a hroad philosophic insight and of the school. The first prize offered
culture, that finds a relation in every was a handsome gold pen with a pearl allegiance to the national democracy as
step, and a reason for varied dealings handle to be awarded to the best pupil enunciated in the declaration of princiwith diverse natures and conditions; in the first grade. A gold pen with an ples adopted at Chicago in 18SJ2.
Second. We hold to the use of lnith
men who can not only think but possess ivory handle is to be given to the best
a
gold gold and silver as the standard money of
the power to induce others to think, and pupil in the second grade and
whose business is to mould men rather pencil will be given to the best pupil in the country we favor the immediate resthe third grade.
toration of silver coinage as it existed
than impress boys with second-han- d
This closed the opening exercises prior to 1873.
thought.
pupils were
dismissed
the
Third. We are unqualifiedly opposed
The normal school of Silver City, thus and
session. to all chiHs legislation, believing in the
afternoon
the
endowed with a faculty of broad and until
sound capabilities, with leaders in whom Following is a list of pupils entered maxim of "equal rights to all and speit is safe to trust; and, not forgetting the last Monday in the normal school :
cial privileges to none."
Mamie Holson, May P. Shelly, Maud
We favor the passage of such laws as
highly responsible relations of the work
brought into existence this day, to the Knucky, Florence Watson, Edith M. will insure all laborers or wage earners
children of this land; therefore, by au- Casey, Ludisa Moore, Florence Laizure, the same lienefit as is given by the
law.
thority and on Itchalf of the board of Essie Abraham, Louisa Hall, Elnora Alregents of the normai school at Silver exander, Minnie Powell, Harriet I.
We heartily endorse our territorial ad
(,'iiy, I dedicate the work inaugurated Whitehill, Addie Clayton, OUie White- - ministration, it being honest, economic,
this day to the youth of the territory; to hill, Maude Piggs, Alice Bailey, Pearl progressive and fearless in the execution
he ambitious, the strong, and the nat- Dotson, Liila Mcintosh, Ida Cain, Mary of the law.
urally endowed young men and young Pell, Ella Woodward, Pella Gaddis,
We favor the immediate admission of
women of New Mexico who seek to lit Josie Whitehill, Isabel Eckles, Belle New Mexico as a state and we heartily
themselves for teachers in the public Hall, Zona Collins, Charles Ott, Eugene commend the efforts of ourellkient deleWarren, Charles 15. Morrill, Willie Riv- gate, Hon. Antonio Joseph, in his manly
schools.
.no prolession certainly should com- ers, Frank G. Jones, Earnest Mcintosh, efforts in our behalf.
Robert Pell, Simon H. Casey, Paid
mand more certainly, nor call more
Fourth. We heartily endorse the val
for the youth of great promise Prahm, Celso C. Ordonez.
iant light made by Congressman Wilson
seeking an honorable, conscientious and
The wheat crop this year in the Rio and his associates in the United States
career, than that of teach- Grande valley was the largest ever congress for a radical reform of tariff
ing; of moulding the future men and known. The big roller mills at Pelen legislation and condemn the action of
women of the land. 1 thank you for
democrat senators in
are running to their full capacity turn- certain
your kind attention.
ing out 12,000 pounds of flour daily and their obstruction of such tariff legislation
Following the remarks of Gov. Hitch
other mills are in operation. New Mex as the democratic platform guarantees
was a solo by Miss Elnora Alexander ico
took the first premium on wheat at and such as the democracy of the counWiiich was well rendered ami well rethe world's fair and yet most of the flour try voted for and had aright to expect.
ceived.
that is consumed in the territory comes
Grass was a little late this year in getI'rof. Miles, after making a few felici- from Colorado and Kansas. More attentous remarks by way of introduction, tion might lie. paid to wheat raising in ting started but enough w ill lie cut to
read a paper of considerable length New Mexico without any detriment to make considerable hay.
which was listened to with marked at- the interests ot the territory.
The territorial poultry association will
tention and which we regret that we
The Albuqiirqiic Citizen of last Friday hold its annual meeting at Albuquerque
have not the space to publish.
has the following concerning Harry next Wednesday. " C
John .1. Hell delivered a short address Cooper, a former resident of this city,
Laizure &. Grabe are making some imof welcome, speaking in his iHual feliciwho will be remembered by many of the provements lit their planing mill. They
to, h strain. He spoke encouragingly of people of this city and the surrounding are adding a new engine room, a planer,
moulder and wood saw. They are prethe l.iiitiv of the school and gave some country :
paring for a busy fall and Winter.
who
good
advice to the pupils
were
very
It leaked out on this morning that on
last Monday a week Harry Cooper, fore
about to commence their work.
F.
man lor W. L. lrimhle rtCo., was joined
I'rof. Sel by, the principal of the school,
to
1'airiield,
Miss
in marriage
Anna
NOwas then introduced ami talked earnest votui'' adv trom l'ennsv vaina.
1 he FIRE INSURANCE AM)
ly about the work which was about, to be ceremony was performed by a justice of
TARY PUBLIC,
uiidcriiikcn. lie regarded the open- the peace. The Citizen congratulates
Mr. and Mrs. Cooper, and trust their
r.
Onico at
ing oí a school of this kind of more union will prove a happy and prosperous
v
of
launching
a
the
than
NEV
war
iuipor.aice
SILVER CITY,
one.
:xico.
I

j

Wm.

Lorenz,

Post-oliy-
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HELD IN $2,000 BAIL.
Nester Gomez Must Appear Before
the Next Grand Jury.
.JiiHt'ci' tilveiiH Deciden

tlmt the Evidence
Niilllilent to Hold Him fur
Attempted Ritpe.

Ih

The preliminary examination of Nestor
(ionic, for attempt at rape was held here
last Friday and he was'committed to jail
in default oí $2,000 bail to await the action of the grand jury.
As stated in the last issue of Tun
Eahlk, the crime was committed near
Flenri's ranch, about four miles east of
this place, on Monday of last week.
From the evidence it appears that Nestor
Gomez, who is a young Mexican, nineteen
years of age, residing with his father on
a ranch about three miles north of town,
was at a dance at Central on Sunday
evening of last week and on Monday
morning letvveen 7 and 8 o'clock he
started on horseback from Central to go
home. He rode a black horse and carried a black handled revolver. On these
points there was no contradictory evidence.
Miss Flora Fleuri, who was the person
assaulted, stated on the stand that on
Monday morning she went to look for
some burros and at about 9 o'clock, when
she wasaliout half a mile from the house,
the defendant rode up and with his hand
on his revolver made an insuring proposal and threatened to shoot her if she
did not comply with his wishes. The
terribly frightened girl showed no inclination lo comply and Gomez then endeavored to accomplish his object by
force.
In the struggle that followed,
the girl's clothing was torn off and she
v. as bruised considerably.
She cried
loudly for help and, at length, Gomez
left her, mounted his horse and rode off.
She positively identilied the defendant as
the person who assaulted her, stated that
he rode a black horse, carried a black
handled revolver and that he was accompanied by a sjMjtted dog.
Tiie brother of the defendant swore
that Nestor arrived home on Monday
morning about 9 or 9 :10 o'clock, but on
ito.'S examination stated that he had no
tin e piece. The prisoner's father swore
tli.ii the defendant left Central about 7 or
8 o'clock in the morning.
Ne-Gomez testified that he left Cen-Imlielwecn 7 and 8 o'clock and that
iVO or (1Ó0 ards the other side of Flenri's
it. i i, i.e overtook three Mexicans, whom
I c did not know,
coming in a buggy to
along with them
rode
lie
City,
:er
from the point where he overtook them
to wiihi ii u mile of Silver City where he
lei il.eiii. He did not leave the road
He
i or diil he seé Miss Fleuri t hut day.
hc.d no dog alung and denied that he

SEPTEMBER 5,

committed any assault whatever. He
admitted on cross examination that there
was a dog at the ranch which answered
the description given by Miss Fleuri.
During the examination the justice
court room was crowded and the general
impression seemed to be that the defendant was guilty of the charge. At the
close of the testimony John M. Ginn presented the case for the territory and
James S. Fieldei argued the case for the
defense. Justice Givens concluded that
there was suflicient evidence to hold the
defendant on the charge and fixed the
bail

at $2,000.

Calvin Fleuri, the girl's father, made
the complaint in the case on Tuesday of
last week before Justice Givens and a
warrant was immediately issued and
placed in the hands of Deputy Sheriff
Baca who arrested Miguel Gomez, an
older brother of the defendant, on Tuesday afternoon and notified Nestor Gomez
also to be present at the preliminary examination which was set for Wednesday
morning.
Miss Fleuri stated that the prisoner
was not the guilty party but identified
Nestor Gomez, as the one who committed the crime, among several Mexicans.
The defense asked for time to get witnesses and the hearing was continued until
Friday morning when the case was heard
with the result as stated aliove.
The punishment provided in the stat-utu- s
of the territory for an attempt to
commit rape is imprisonment in the territorial penitentiary for not less than
one or more than ten years.
Some of the members of the Silver City
Gun club are distinguishing themselves
at trap shooting while others are going
out in the mountains to practice on live
birds before giving public exhibitions of
shooting.

jrUTuSE
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Tripped the Light FantnHtic.

There was a big dance at Lanibright
canon.at the ranch of William I. Brahm,
last Thursday nigh
Quite a number of candidates for ollice were there
anil enjoyed the fun, but one or two of
them failed to arrive in time and missed
one of the plcasantest parties of the season.
A number of young ladies went from
this place and they all had a jolly time.
Among those present were Misses
Mildred
Brahm, Maud Biggs, Pearl
Dotson, Lizzie Brahm, May Bigirs, Disa
Moore, Pearl Childers, Mamie Holson
and Blanche Biggs. The drive to and
from the ranch was a pleasant one and
on the whole the young people luid a delightful time.

The announcement of A. B. Laird, as
a candidate for the office of collector of
this county on the republican ticket appears in this issue. Mr. Laird has been
before the people of this county several
times and democrats in the county are
aware of the fact that he is u hard man
to beat and that it will be necessary to
put up a strong candidate to beat him.
He is familiar with the details of the
ollice to which he aspires, and, if nominated by the republicans of the county,
will make a lively race for the ollice.
May the best man win.
J. P. Goodlander, one of the best
known commercial tourists in this part
of the world, and Miss Maud V. TallxiU ,
of Albuquerque, were united in marriage
last Wednesday evening at Albuquerque
by Hev. Trevv of the Episcopal church.
Mr. Goodlander was here but a few days
liefore the wedding but be neglected to
let any of his many friends into the
secret. .The newly married pair will
spend a few weeks on the Pacific coin!
after which they will go to St. Louis
where they will reside.

-
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J. F. Kious was out among the voters Mother and child doing nicely and papa
that his Fritter will be able to make an extra
batch of candy this morning to treat his
lences were in rapair.

PKKSONAL PALAVER.
Mention

of People

You Do and

of the county last week seeing
Do

Not Know.
Other

Mutter Which Can He
Head Witli Profit Iiy All Our
Townspeople.
IiiUm-chMii-

)ick Noff
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went out to Mogollón lust

wi'i'k.
Mrs. E. Hun was in from the Gila
last wink.
lio to Rome it Fritter's for fresh made
candies.
Steve Uhle is taking a vacation on the
(iila.

rier

Robert Black has gone to Las Vegas to friends.
look after the new buildings being put
James Matthews came down from
up at the sub agricultural station there. Mogollón last Saturday. He says that
School Supplies of all kinds at Porter-field'- s. the work of putting up new buildings
there is going on rapidly and that the
Miss Dee Moore, who has been visit- outlook for the camp is very bright.
ing friends at Lordsburg, returned home There is plenty of water for all purpos
es and the prospect tor a nusy winter is
last Sunday.
good.
Prof. Hatton, principal of the Deming
The ball irame between the fat men of
from
Deming last week.
schools, was up
Deming and the ponderous nine here has
He returned last Saturday.
Soaps, Toilet Articles and Perfumery lieen postponed until the oui oi mis
month. The time will be taken advanat AV. L. Jackson & Go's.
tage of by the Silver City lioys to practice
Lee Rice, one of tlie enterprising
up so that they can give the Demings a
young men of the Gila was in last week basket full of goose eggs. Our boys
"
and subscribed for The Eaoi.e.
say that the Demings will not lie in it
7777

Slates at Porterfield's.

Sim Holstein was in from his ranch
Win. Brahm went out to his ranch last week and went out to the dance at
las'. Saturday.
Lanibright canon on Thursday.
Miss Mary Agee returned from MisFor fresh candies, fruits and fine cigars
souri last week. She has been engaged
go to Rose it Fritter's.
to U'ach the Lone Mountain school.
W. ('. Porterlield is hack from an outReceiver E. L. Foster came up from
ing on the Gila.
Deming last Friday to attend the sale
of the Lady property here on Saturday.
Col. Hudson was in the city the early
Finest Cutlery in the city at AV. L
part of the week,
Jackson & Go's.
Hose it Fritter receive fresh fruit on
Frank Jones and Arthur Loosley left
every train. Give them an order.
on Friday to join Geo. Bell's camping
Mrs. ,1. Aronheim was down yesterday party on the Gila. They will be gone
ai.Kjut two weeks.
from I'inos Altos.
Miss Jettie Gaddis, who has lieen enThe city council held its monthly joying a vacation in the Mogollóos, re
meeting last Monday.
turned last week to prepare for the
of school this week.
The finest line of Imported and Do- opening
A.
was on the Mimbres
S.
Alexander
mestic Cigars in the city, at Nolan's oplast week. At last accounts he bad a
posite Post Olliee.
load of watermelons and was looking for
Charles Nelson was in town yesterday delegates to the democratic convention.
from the JI. AV. ranch.
Ruy your School Supplies at W.'L.
Superintendent Theilinann spent three Jackson's it Go's.
AV. C. Rider, formerly with S. A.
days of last week out in the country.
Kuan & Go, of Chicago, but now secre
The latest styles of Ladies', Misses'and tary of the smelting company at Ivanhoe,
Children's Shoes just received at Aaron was in town on Monday.
Schiit.'s.
Mrs. James Matthews gave a very
Col. D. A. Martin has returned from a pleasant tea party one evening last
trip to the western part of the county. week, where a very enjoyable time was
had by a number of that estimable lady s
The postollice store keeps the finest menus.
fresh cream candies in town. Received
Baylor Shannon, who is trying to capeverv 2 weeks both from San Francisco ture the nomination for
sheriff on the
H. T. Link.
and Pueblo.
democratic ticket, returned from a trip
Mrs. II. K. Muse and daughter Kate out in the western part of the' county last
went to Munson's lust week on a visit.
M. P. Moore, of Deming, was here
last wi'''k looking over the political
Mtuutiou.

PiMks for The College
Sc!i i ds at Porterlleld's.
A.

and Public

J. Goforth,

of Swart., was in town
days last week. He is selling

several
fruit trei's.
ti

Fresh fruits of all kinds arriving daily
Nolan's, opposite Post OHiee.

Mrs. Shipley went to Chicago hist
week on a visit to her mother, Mrs. P.P.

VhLchill.

Saturday.
F. S. Wright, one of the leading
populists of the Central precinct was in
town last Monday.
He says that the
jiopulists liave a majority at Central
Santa Rita and Georgetown.
Grapes from the Mesilla valley have
been plentiful in the market here "for the
past lew days. Recent rains down there
have been of great benefit and the crop
will be much larger than was expected
three or tour weeks ago.
Col. H. L. Pickett, who has been
absent for about a month, returned last
He attended the supreme court
week.
during a portion of the session and then
went to Colorado for a brief vacation.
The regular meeting of the board of
county commissioners was not held
last Monday on account of the absence
of the chairman in the northwest. The
meeting will probably lx' held next

Mayor Fleming is hack from a trip to
the northern part of the territory on
ollicial business.
Leave your subscription for any publi.Monday. .
cation with Con M. Nolan, opposite Post
Porn, on Tuesday, September 4, 1894,
Olliee.
to the wife of J. M. Fritter, a girl.

this time.
The announcement of Sam B. Gillett
as a candidate for the olfice of probate
judge of this county is printed in this
issue. Mr. Gillett, at the earnest solicitation of his friends, consented to come
out for this office a few days ago. He
is a young man of energy and ambition,
and possesses a sufficient knowledge of
the law to qualify him for the olliee to
which he aspires. Should he be elected
to the office he would make a faithful
and efficient officer.
Special Muster' Hule.
IIY A G'EUTAIN
DEO HE E
V1IEREAS.
II made by tliu district court of tin third
judicial district of tho territory of New Mexico, In and for the county of Grunt, the IKth
day of May. A. I), ISId, In a certain cause then
pending In said court, in which said cause
Mult hew S. Cleveland is the complainant,
and William Skillicnrn and Lunson A. Snyder
are the respondents, it was, among other

things ordered, adjudged and decreed that
the said respondents, within three days from
tlie date of said decree pay said complainant.
Matthew S. Cleveland, tho sum of Saw.iKI.wlth
Interest thereon from the
day of May,
A. I). 1KU4, together with the costs, charges
and allowances of said cause, failing in which
thai the premises mentioned in suld decree
and hereinafter descrilied be sold for tho purpose of satisfying s:rld Indebtedness, together
with the costs, charges and allowances as
aforesaid, and that tho undersigned as u special master of said court execute said sale.
And whereas, tlie said respondents, William
Skillleorn and I.anson A. Snyder, have wholly failed to comply with said requirements of
said decree, and tho timo within which said
payments were by said decree directed to be
made lias passed.
This is to glvu notice, that In pursuance of
said decree, I the undersigned special master
will, on Tuesday tho 2nd day of October A. 1).
lsill, at 11 o'clock a. m.. at, the front doirof
the court house in the town of Silver Uity.
county of Grant and territory of New Mexico,
oiler for sale and sell at public vendue, to
the highest bidder for cash in hand, the following descrllH'd real estate situate In the
l'lnos Altos mining district, count y of Grunt
anil territory of New Mexico, to wit: that
certain mill known us the Skilliconi and Snyder mill, the same being situated upon
that
mining
certain
claim or mill
site
known
Skilliconi
as
tlie
mining
site, more
claim
or mill
particularly described as follows,
Commencing at a stone monument Id.) feet
below tho well that furnishes water to the
Skilliconi mill, and runs
east
thence
SKI
to
feet
a
stone
monument
on
tho
corner of claim;
northeast
thence south Ltm feet to a stone mo.iu-meon the southeast corner of claim;
thence tKK) feet west to a stone monument on
the southwest comer of claim; thence UK)
feet nort h to a stone monument on the northwest corner of claim; and thence U.R) feet to
tlie place of beginning: said mining claim or
mill site is recorded in book 4 at pages SkJ
and SIB of mining locutions said Grant count v
re ds. to which reference Is hereby made
for a more particular description together
with
tho space
of
acres
three
about said mill with all machinery, fixture, appliances and appurtenances In any
manner pertaining to said will and mill
building. '
John .(. Bki.p,.
Special master.
A. 11. Hakm.kk,
Solicitor for complainant.
to-w- il:

nt
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Hold at Sheriffs Sale.
confined almost entirely to the basin.
Last Saturday morning at 11 o'clock
There was almost no rain over the divide on the Silver City road. There was Sheriff Laird sold, under execution, the
A Cloud Burst Deluges Gold Hill With quite a heavy rain in the canyon where following pieces of real estate to satisfy
Water.
the Standard Company's mill in situated. a judgment obtained by E. ,L. Foster,
The oldest inhabitant does not remein-lie- r receiver of the First National Bank of
this city, against Perry B. Lady:
an occurrance like unto this.
Two HurroH Drowned hikI Home 1'roperty
One half of the west 24 feet of loU 1, 8,
l)i'Mlrov'l hut no Human Liven I.oHt.
Baylor Shannon of liear Creek is a
7 in blocWljFrazer's survey ,being
Sand
candidate for the nomination as sheriff
The Lilieral of last Friday says that on the democratic ticket. Mr. Shannon the premises now occupied by the Southlast week Thursday afternoon about is one of our present very efficient lioard west Sentinel printing office; lot 6, in
four o'clock it began to rain at Gold of countv commissioners. When the block 91, Fra.er's survey, being the store
Hill. In a little while it became quite new law was passed regulating the fees occupied by J. J. Kelly; lots 2, 4, 6, 8,
lti, in block 6,
14, and
dark, a cloud coming down to the earth. of the sheriff it was claimed by many 10, 12,
lieing
Black's
the residence
Addition,
Suddenly the cloud burst and the basin patriots that a man could not afford to
Mudge;
occupied
lots 9, 10, 11,
by
J.
II.
was deluged with water. As an eye lie sheriff, there were not wages in the
IH, and 14, in block II, Black's addi12,
witness expressed it, it seemed as though office. Mr. Shannon was in a position
two feet of water fell at one dash. The to know considerable about the office tion, being the residence occupied by
i:i,'l4, 1.'), ami
water swept down the basin, following and made a study of it. He came to the J. J. Kelly ; lots 11, 12,
addition, lieing
9,
block
16,
in
Black's
the washes and often overspreading conclusion that if the office was properly
by C. AV.
residence
occupied
the
them.
run that it would pay the man for the
1Ü, 14, 15,
12,
9,
10,
11,
work, and that if a good man secured Marriott, and lots
At llragaw's store the water was
addition,
7,
block
Black's
Hi,
in
and
two and three feet deep, making the office a great deal of money could lie
by Mr.
occupied
lieing
homestead
the
Mr. Bragaw think for a time he was saved the county, so he concluded to InLady.
If
office.
a
doing business in Silver City. J. P. come a candidate for the
As the sheriff offered the property for
Kainbolt was living in the building for- democrat has got to hold the office there
several notices of encumbrances
sale
merly used by Frank Kennerston for a is no one the Liberal would rather see in
various pieces of property were
on
the
saloon ; the water washed by there in a it than Mr. Shannon. Wesiern Lilieral.
given. None of the property was unThe Raton strikers, Bland, Walters,
great Hood, but the big rock just alwve
encumbered, and lot 6 in block 91 was
the house divided the water and kept Hallowell and Uunyan who were senencumbered to the full appraised value.
the 'orce of the flood from striking the tenced to imprisonment by Judge Seeds
There was but one bidder for any of
lnuse. The addition at the rear of the for contempt of court in July were rethe
property except the lots in block
house was washed away together rtth leased last Friday. Bland was senbid
71. For these Allan H. Macdonald
the contents. Mr. Rainbolt found pieces tenced to prison for 60 days and the
$100 and E. L. Foster, receiver, bid
of his cook stove scattered all down the others were sentenced for 50 days. They
$340. All of the property was sold to
had served 40 days when the governor
canyon.
E. L. Foster, receiver. The lots in
Over in the west part of the basin the ordered their release.
block 7 Black's addition were sold for
flood caught 1'. 15. SniithV wagon, harThe troops which went from Fort $668; those in block 9 for $70; those in
ness, some lumber, mining tools and Bayard to the northern part of the terri- block 11, Black's addition, sold for $200;
cooking outfit and washed them down tory during the railroad strike in July the eight lots in block 6, Black's addithe valley. He was able to find very have returned. They were absent alxmt tion were knocked down at $100, while
little of the material washed away; an six weeks.
lot 6, in block 91, brought only $5.
ax was found that had been washed
The bids were all just over
Bead this issue of Tim Kahi.k carefully
some three hundred yards. The well and send in your subscription liefore you of the appraised value, less the
was filled up with silt and will have to forget it.
lie dug over again. The well owned by
the Standard Mining Co. ia in the mimic
condition, and men are at work on it.

RUSHING WATERS.

two-thir-

ds

0

Luckily the foundations of the windmill
were secure and it was not washed away.
The only lives lost were those of a couple of burros. Luckily no one was in the
canyon leading to Lordshurg when the
Hood took place or there probably would
If You
have been a fatal accident. At the
mouth of the gorge the water was mine
than twenty feet deep. Further up
the canyon the indications are that the
feet
water was more than fifteen
on the road, judging by the driftwood
on the side of the canyon. From the
time the water began to run through
Stage Leaves Silver City it 8 a. m. every Monday, Wednesday
the streets of the town till it reached its and Friday for Mogollón and intermediate points.
highest mark was not more than ten
minutes. In ten minutes more it liegan
All passenger. and express must go to Wells Fargo & (Vs. express
to recede, ami in a half an hour it had
all gone down the canyon. The water office from which place the stage starts.
came out of the canyon in a great river
and spread out so that it was visible
from Lordshurg. The heavy rain was

rl0

Want
to go to the

Mogollons

Murphey'sPassenger,Expressand

W.

M.

Get
on

Mail Line.

Murphey.
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Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
didates but as the populista do not apRailroad Time Table,
pear to lie communicative as to their inEffect Auguet B, 1894.
In
tentions on election day, I presume that
The Party Leaders are all at Sea This
the candidates will have to worry along
' ,!'
Year.
No SOrt.
Departs.
through the campaign without knowing Arrives.
destination.
counted how
An Element of (Inwrtaliity Will Enter Into until after the votes are
10:10 a. m.
the jiopiilists intended to vote.
the ('inning t'Hiupulen.
Silver City
4:00p.m.
I have not the remotest idea that the 12:1a "
DimllnK
A political revolution it) now going on
' "'
W:'
1:4U p. m.
Nutt
in Grant county which wiri cut some fig- populists will ever cut any figure in any nV.a.m.
á.0
Klncon
"
10:40
ft. os
Las Cruce
ure in tin- campaign soon toliegin. 1 refer caniaign in Grant county except the U'itf, "
E11W
to the Douulist movement which was one now about to Degin. inose wno
lately started in thin county and which have joined the new party will see that
John II. Mudge, Anont.
has already grown to considerable pro- the main political fight will be between
SECRET SOCIETIES.
portions as 1 am- informed by those who the democratic and republican parties
profess to know. While no third party, and will not be content to engage in the
A.M.
Silver City Chapter, No. & at Masonic since the formation of the republican battle simply as skirmishers when
Keicular convocations on hi n minesHall.
of
battle
the
lie
in
heat
the
might
they
party about forty years ago, has cut any
day evening of each montli. a ii coinpaniuii
w...., ...
to atieiui.
considerable figure in the politics of the and in the front rank. There will be inviten
1'ERllY B. LADY, SCC y.
in
for
candidates
country, the populist have succeeded in some surprises in store
getting themselves talked about more this county the morning after election AsiiverOlty
Lodt?e, No. 8. fleets at MasonBank, the
than any other third party, not even and the populists will be in a position to ic Hall, over Silver City Nat'l
Tliursdiiv evenhiK on or before the full moon
excepting the greenback party which say "I told you so."
The political leaders are as much at iittcnd.
M. W. TWOMKY. W. M.
started out about twenty years ago to
B. lady, Scc'y.
Perry
of
the
action
probable
the
as
regards
sea
reform the polities of the country and
flood the land with greenbacks, but it populists as the veriest tyro in the po A E. S.
UtSilvcr City Chapter No. 8. O. E. 8. Meets
appears to me that the populist are al- litical ranks and some of them are try' every 1st and 3d Thursday in eacii monin i
their
into
nlllHOIIIC HUH.
m.VJEAluni""p .......
ready on the wane and that as a party it ing to coax the populists over
Mrs. Nelly b. lady, sec y.
as
work
this
such
look
I
upon
camp.
will drop out of sight lie fore the next
O.O.P.
as tune worse't han wasted. J. he popu
presidential campaign.
. T..s T. T?lrirn1v Fnpn mnment NO. 1. meets
for
know
2d and 4th Wednesdays of each month.
be
given
credit
to
ought
lists
the
Nevertheless, ax I said liefore, the pop
patriarchs cordially inviieii.
Vlsithm
and I presume
ulist are going to cut some figure in the ing what they are about,
J. J. Kelly, Scribe.
of them are men who need no
most
that
coming campaign in Grant county.
T O. O. P.
Most of the men who have joined the political guardians.
I
Tiffany Lodiíe, No. 1& meets at Odd
It Isaac
I hope that the democrats will nonu
party are men from the democratic
Fellows' Hall, over posUofflco, Saturday evcounty
ening. Members of the order cordially In .
ranks and not a few of them are nun nate worthy men tor the various
T. w. holson. i.
to attend.
be glad to see the pop vited
should
ortices
and
St. Georob Kobinson, sec y.
who have served the democratic parly
majority of them, support
long and well and I cannot liolieve that ulists, or a
T O. O. P.
Democrat,
ticket.
democratic
the
1, Helen Lod?e. No. T. Robekah Degree.
their motives for leaving the party are
MeetlniiS-seco- nd
and fourth Friday nlhts in
entirely bad.
month, at hall of I. 8. Tiffany LodRe No.
Quite a nunilicr of pupils from sur each
13. over
L. It. kowli.eic x. u.
If they take the two tickets on election rounding towns are here in attendance
ST. UEORGE UOBINSON, SCC y
daV. compare them and then vote for at the schools. Silver City now has good
V OF P.
the liest men who can bliiiue them? It reasons to lie proud of her schools.
At Meets 2d and 4th Tuesday nlphts of each
atOdd Fellow's Hall. VIslthiRKnlRhts
seems to me that the movement will
The 14th annual territorial fair will month.
FRANK Wbkiht, v. v
Invited.
stimulate both the old parties to put up open in Albuquerque on the 11th and J. J. Sheridan, K. R& 8.
clean men for ollice. The democrats of close on the 14th. The premium list
O.IT. W.
the county should certainly do this and, embraces everything which is likely to It Meets on tho 1st and 3d Tuesday of each
Fellow workmen cordially Invited.
month.
indeed, there now seems to lie nothing be exhibited at the fair and there ought
C. L. Cantley, m. f.
M.
Younq,
E.
Rec.
to prevent the nomination of an excel to be a good attendance as the fare will
lent ticket a week from next Saturday
be reduced to the lowest rate on the rail
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
From the candidates who have already I'.vvK H ir.ofore the fair has alwayi
announced themselves and those who
a credit to the territory and the TAMES 8. FIELDER.
A
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
arc known to be in the field there eer coinimr fair will doubtless prove to be
Office over Silver City National Bank.
N. M.
SILVER CITY
tainly can be nominated as good a ticket no exception.
as was ever nut in the held in this or
There i to be a big base ball tourmi' s.B- GILLETT,
ATTORNEY AT LAW and
any other county in New Mexico by ei
NOTARY PUBLIC.
nient at the territorial fair next week
ther democrats or reiitililinuis. It is The fair association has ottered a purse
Collections a Specialty.
N. M.
SILVER CITY
certain that no unworthy man on eiih.ir of
$100 to the winning club. It is not
ticket can be elected at the coining elec
II. HARLLEE.
expcc.ed Mint either the tat ciuo ot this
At
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
turn, and it there are any such who are
city or the big nine at Deming will enter SILVER CITY
N. M.
in
for
uomii
iheir
party
a.ion
aspiring
the list". These' clubs know how to play
convention they would better withdraw
filNN.
hall but they don't like to get so far J OHN M. ATTORNEY
AT LAW.
from the race and save the money
Will practice In all the Courts of the
away from home.
Territory.
which they would waste in a fi'iiulcs
N. M.
SILVER CITY,
The board of penitentiary commis
01 deavor lo carry the election.
sinners meet at Santa Fc this week. H. II L. PICKETT.
I notice that candidate are already beATTORNEY AT LAW.
II. ISetts is in attendance.
N. M,
SILVER CITY,
feel
is
uneasy and that there
ginning to
UK
!..!-.- .,
K IHJII'p'lT",
nut one of them who w ould not feel very
III Ulf ICJI IWIKllll
"(
1I,LTI'S
imivsicÍan And si rueon.
much relieved if he knew just how the a pirant for the nomination for collector, '
Office at Hiillev s druR Store. Rooms lit
populists were going to vote. I admit wil' at Deming lat week making ac- -j
Ilr. Bailey's residence.
N. M.
that this is very uipleasant for the can ipiii'iiiances and looking for delegates. SILVER CITY

POLITICAL REVOLUTION.
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CLEVELAND'S

OPINION.

He Writes a Letter to Representative

Catchings.
Now

In- h Willing to Take liU IMnee In the
Knnk mid File of the Dniiim-rntlI'urty.
-

Last week President Cleveland wrote
the following letter to Representative

ditchings:
Since the conversation I had with you
and Mr. Clark of Alabama a few davsago
upon the tariff bill now before nie, 1 have
given the subject full and most serious
consideration. The result to, I am more
settled than ever in the determination to
allow the bill to become a law without
my signature.
AVhen the formulation of legislation
which it was hoped would embody democratic ideas of tariff reform was lately
entered upon by congress, nothing was
father from my anticipation than a result
which I could promptly and enthusiastically endorse.
It is, therefore, with a feeling of disappointment that I submit to a denial of
this "rivilege.
I (fo not. claim to be lietter than the
masses of my party nor do I wish to avoid
any responsibility which, on account of
the passage of ibis law, I ought to bear
as a member of the democratic organization; neither will I permit myself to be
separated from my party to such an extent as might be implied by mv veto of
tariff legislation, which, though disappointing, is still chargable to democratic
effort. l!ut there are provisions in this
bill which are not in line with honest
tariff reform and it contains inconsistencies and crudities which ought not. to
appear in the tariff laws of iinv kind.
Resides, there were, as you and I well
know, incidents accompanying the pas-paof the bill through congress which
made every sincere reformer unhappy,
while intlnences surrounded it in its later
stages and interfered with its final construction which ought not to be recognized or tolerated in democratic tariff re-

form councils.
And yet, notwithstanding all its vicissitudes and the bad treatment it received ai the hands of pretended friends, it
presents a vast improvement to existing
conditions.
It will certainly lighten
many tariff burdens that now rest heavily
upon the people. It is not only a barrior
against the return of mad protection, but
it furnishes a vantage ground from which
must, he waged further aggressive operations against protected monopoly and

governmental lavoruism.
1 take my place with
the rank and tile
of the democratic party who lielicve in
tariff reform and who know what it is,
who refuse to accept the results embodied
in mis luli m the close of the war, who
lire not blinded to the iac; that the livery
oi the democratic tariff reform has been
sioieu anil worn in the service of republican protect. on, and who have nut iked
the puttv.i where the deadly blight of
treason lots hunted the councils of the
i rave in their hour of might.
Tie- trusts and combinations
the
of pelf whose machinations
have prevented us from reaching the
success we deserve, should not be forgotten or forgiven. We shall recover from
our asto.usliiiient at their exhibition of
(lower, uní if then the (pics, ion is forced
- whether they shall submit to the
tijKiii
uve legisla. ve will of the people's repre
-

cni-intiuis- ni

.i-

SEI'TKMRKR 5, Mm.

sentatives, or shall dictate the laws
which the people must obey, w'e will accept ami settle that issue as one involving the integrity and safety of the American institutions,
I love the principles of true democracy
because they are founded in patriotism
ami upon justness and fairness toward
all interests. I am proud of my party
organization because it is eonservedly
sturdy and persistent in the enforcement
of its principles. Therefore I do not despair of the efforts made by the house of
representatives to supplant the bill already passed by further legislation and
to have engrafted upon it such modifications as will more nearly meet democratic
hopes and aspirations. I cannot be mistaken as to the necessity of free raw materials as the foundation of logical and
sensible tariff reform. The extent to
which this is recognised in the legislation
already secured is one of its encouraging
and redeeming features; but it is vexatious to recall that while free coal and
iron ore have been denied, a letter of the
secretary of the treasury discloses the
fact that Imth might have been made
free by the annual surrender of only
about $700,000 of unnecessary revenue.
I am sure there is a common habit of
the importance of
free raw materials in tariff legislation
and of regarding them as only related to
concessions to be made to our manufacturers. The truth is, the influence is so
that if disregarded a complete and lienefieent scheme of tariff reform cannot be successfully inaugurated.
When we give to our manufacturers
free raw materials we unshackle American enterprise and ingenuity and these
will open the doors of foreign markets to
the reception of our wares and give opportunity for the continuous and remunerative employment of American labor.
With materials cheapened by their
freedom from tariff charges, the cost of
their product must be correspondingly
cheapened. Thereupon justice and fairness to the consumer would demand
that the manufacturers lie obliged to
submit to such readjustment and modification of the tariff upon their manufacture, and shield the consumer
against the exaction of inordinate profits.
It will thus be seen that free raw
materials and a just and fearless regulation and reduction of the tariff to meet
the changed conditions would carry to
every humble home in the land the
blessings of increased comfort and
cheaper living.
The millions of our count rviueii who
have fought bravely and well for tariff
reform should be exhorted to continue
the struggle, boldly challenging to open
warfare and constantly guarding against
in their
treachery and
camp.
Tariff reform will not m settled until
it is lionestlv and fairlv settled, in the
interest and to the benelit of a patient
and long suffering people.
under-estimati-

Senators Whoso Terms Kxplro In M.ircli.
The terms of the following Cni'.ed
States senators expire March It nex', ami
the legislatures which choose their successors are to be elected this fall : .
'Democrats James IL Rerry, Ark.,
Matthew C. liutlcr, S. C, Joshua N.
Canillen, W. Ya., Richard Coke, Tex.,
Isham G. Harris, Tenn., William Lind-

say, Ky,, John Martin, Kan.,

John R.

Mcl'herson, X. J., Matt W. Ransom,'
X. C, Patrick Walsh, Ga.
Republicans Joseph M. Carey, Wyo.,
Win. F. Chandler, X. H., Shelby M.Cul-lo111., William Frye, Me., Anthony
Miggins, Del., George F. Hoar, Mass.,
Charles F. Manderson, Xeb., James McMillan, Mich., R. F. IVttigtvvv, S. Dak.,
Thomas C. Rower, Mont., George S.
Shoup, Ida'do, William D. Washburn,
Minn., Edward O. Wolcott, Colo.
The terms of Xathtin Dixon, R. I.,
James E. Wilson, Io., and Joseph N,
D.ilph, Ore., republicans, and Eppa
Hunton, Ya., A. J. MeLaurin, Miss.,
and John T. Morgan, Ala., also expire
next year. Rhode Maud Inn ulre.idy
elected
Senator
Dixon's successor,
George Reabody Wetntore. lo.va litis
elected as Wilson's successor ex- - !ov.
Walthall Inn already
Gear.
Ixien elected for the next term from
Mississippi before he resigned, and gave
place for the appointment of Mr. McLaurin to his unexpired term. Eppa
Hunton's successor from Virginia will
be Senator Martin, having been already
chosen.
In Alabama and Oregon the legislatures have already been elected, and
Senators Morgan and Dolpli are prac.i-call- y
assured of their being chosen their
Resides these senator
own successors.
Thomas J. Jarvis, of North Camiina,
democrat, and George. Perkins, of California, and John l'attou, Jr., of Michby Govigan, republicans, were
ernors to till vacancies, and the legislatures to be elected this fall will ehooe
their successors for the balance of their
eho-iei-

terms.

i

Montana, Washington and

Wy-

oming have had only one senator each
during the present congress, and the vacancies caused thereby are to be filled
by the legislatures
this fall.

elect-- d

in

these states

In the state of Louisiana, the last legislature which assembled ill the spring
electetl Mr. Rlanchard to fill th.1 un expired term of Mr. White, now justice oí
the United States supiv m court, which
ends in 180."), ami elected Mr. Caffery to
till the unexpired term of Mr. Gibson,
deceased, ending in IW)", and also for
the new term ending in H0l.
Read this issue of TiikFvu .k caret' illy
and send in your subscription before you
forget it.

D.in't read our neighbor's pap'r ti.it
subscribe for Tun F.vm u.

J. SMITH,

L.

General Repair Shop.
Guns and Revolvers
Promptly Uepuiivtl.

Bicycles,

Kutes Hensoiinlilt'.
Cor. YitiiUle tint! Texas Sis.. Silver City. X.
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OUR NORMAL SCHOOL.

4gg

agir.

One of the most important events in
the history of Silver City was the opening
Published every Wednesday MorniiiK by of the normal school
here last Monday.
LOOMIS & OAKES.
The people of this city have long desired
Ofllce on Yankle Street between Texas und an institution of this kind and repeated
Arizona Streets.
efforts were made to get the legiulature
Advertising Kates on Application.
of the territory to pass an act authorizSubscription Unto, Posture Prepaid:
ing the establishment of such a school,
One year
J2.oo
Six months
. no but the ones who were working for the
Three months
M school met
with defeat and disappointSILVER CJTV. N. M.. SEPTEMBER 5. YwiL ment until the last legislature passed a
bill authorizing the establishment of two
Candidates' Announcements.
normal schools, one at Las Vegas and
FOR SHERIFF.
the other here.
I hereby
announce myself as a candidate
No time was lost after the bill was
for tint olllce of sheriff of Grant county, subject to tlio action of tliu doniocnitic county passed in making preparations for the
convention.
opening of tho school at Silver City.
IUym)h Shannon.
The city donated a suitable tract of land
FOR COLLECTOR.
I hereby announce myself as a candidate on which to erect a building and the
for the ofllce of Collector of Grant county, building is now well under way. The
subject to the action of the democratic conn
first session of the school opened last
ty convention.
I. A. Martin. Monday while the site of the school buildI
hereby announce myself as a
ing at Las Vegas has only just been seror t he olllce of Collector of Grantcandidate
county,
subject to the endorsement 0f the república n lected.
county convention.
The value of the normal school to SilA. B. La i ni).
ver
City and the southern part of New
I hereby announce myself
as a candidate
tor lie olnce of collector of Grant county, Mexico' can hardly be over
estimated.
subject to the act Ion of the democwitle county convention.
Not only will it be of benefit to the
John F. Kious.
residents of this city and vicinity as
I hereby announce
myself as a candidate
institution, but teachers who
tor the olllce of Collector of Grunt county,
subject to the action of the republican coun- prepare themselves there will
instruct
ty convention.
Ci.aiik Koixikim.
the youth of the territory and better reFOR PROBATE JUDGE.
sults will be obtained in the public
I hereby
announce myself as a candidato schools than would be obtained with
or probate Judge of Grant county, subject
to t he action of the democratic county con- teachers who were not so prepared.
tention,
s, B. GlI.I.KTT.
The opening of the normal school at
Silver
City is a long step in advance
FOR I'UOBATE CLER K.
hereby announce myself as a candidate toward a model school system.
for lenominiition for the olllce of Probate
t lerk of Grant county, at the coming
democratic county convention.
Tim populists are organizing in many
E. M. Voitnh.
of the counties of the territory but, as
FOR ASSESSOR.
yet, there seems to be no indication that
hereby announce myself as a candidate they will nominate
a man for delegate to
t
for he olllce of Assessor of Grant County,
subject to the action of the democratic coun-l- y congress. They are, of course, under no
s. A. Ai.kxandkh.
convention.
sort of obligation to vote for the nominee
of either party but most of them, in
FOR COt'NTV COMMISSIONER.
all probability, will Vote for the man
I hereby announce myself as a
candidate
ror t he olHce of county commissioner for the whom they think is the best fitted to
third district of Grant county. subect to tho
action or the democratic county convention. represent New Mexico in the house of
representatives at Washington. In any
A. J. Ci.aiik.
I hereby
announce myself as a candidato circumstances the democrats of New
for the ofllce of county commissioner for the Mexico ought to nominate the best man
tlrst district of Grant county, subject to the
action of the democratic comity convention. in the party for the office, but this year
R. G. L ANDItlTM.
they must do bo if they carry the election
I hereby
announce myself for county com- next November. If a sound democrat
missioner from the tlrst district of Grant
county, subject to the action of the demo- who is honest and capable be nominated
cratic county convention.
he will be elected.
The delegates who
Thomas , I. Ci.aiik.
represent, the democrats of New Mexico
I
announce myself as a candidate
for the olllce or county commissioner for the in the territorial convention át Las Crutlrst district of Grant county, subject to the ces on the 17th of
this month should be
action of the democratic county convention.
careful whom they select as the nominee
F. J. lUviusoN.
of the party for delegate. Upon tho reI hercdy
announce nivself ns a candidate
for county commissioner In and for district sult of this election much pertaining to
No. 1. Grant county, subject to the action of
the welfare of New Mexico depends.
the democratic county convention.

.

I

I

.1.

CllOOKKT GlVRNH.

1

'

What
law will resume operations.
helps the smelters will indirectly
they
because
help the miners,
exless
at
'treated
ores
will get their
pense. The McKinley bill forced the
smelters to raise the price for the treatment of all dry ores, and, instead of benefiting the lead miners as it was intended to do, it serionsly injured the lead
mining interests and forced most of the
lead miners to close down their mines.
Gekonimo and his murderous band of
Apaches who killed so many of the residents of southwestern New Mexico
and southeastern Arizona in 1885 and
1886, and who has been for several

years past at Mount Vernon barracks,
Alabama, will soon be transferred to
Fort Sill, Oklahoma. Some time since
it was proposed to bring them back to
Arizona but there was to much opposition to this plan that it was finally decided to take them to Oklahoma. The
people down there are welcome to them.
We don't want them out here.

Tik fact that Grant county has

de-

interest has
faulted in the payment
kept a great deal of capital out of the
county which otherwise would have been
brought here to reclaim some of our arid
lands. This would add more wealth to
the county, inciense the assessed valuation of property, which has been steadily going down for the past five years, and
lighten the burden of taxation.
of

Phesident Cleveland is responsible
for a long list of vetoes and now the New
York Sun rises up and says that he has
His
vetoed the democratic platform.
course since his last inauguration has
been counter to democracy and the democratic platform and he ought, by all
means, to join the mugwumps and start
a party of his own.
Most of the memliers of congress have
returned to their homes and are working with a will for renomination and reelection, but most of them will receive
notice to quit between this time and the
7th of next November. Free coinage
will have a majority in the next congress.
Geokok P. Money has been appointed
assistant United States attorney jn the
place of Thomas S. Heflin, resigned. Mr.
Money is a recent arrival in New Mexico, having been hore but a few months.
He is from Washington.
The free and unlimited coinage of silver at the ratio of 16 to 1 is what the
territory of New Mexico needs more than
anything else. Free coinage and statehood would go well together.

Tun reduction in the duty on lead ores
FOR Hl'PEUINTENPENT OF SCHOOLS.
g
and
lead ores will benefit
New Mexico has been knocking for adI hereby
aiinounce myself as a candidate
ror Superintendent of Schools for Grant coun- the smelters very much and some of mission to the union for more than forty
ty, subject to the action of the democratic
them which were closed down under years, but at last the door appears to be
county convention.
B. T. Link.
the operations of the McKinley tariff ajar.
silver-bearin-

TIIK EAf.LE:
More Press Opinions.
A

MOIIKI, OF HKAVTV.

The initial number of Tmk Eaoi.k,
published by our old friendo, Loom Ir &
Oakes, at Silver City, is before tw.
It is a nudel of lieauty and is full of
spicy editorial and local matter, and no
doubt will till a long felt want in that
thriving little city in which it is published. The publishers hurl to the breeze
theemlilein of democracy. We wish our
friends success, and may Tun Eaoi.k
spread its wings over foreign land and
sea laying before the people the bountiful resources of its county, and the
splendor of its beautiful city. Pecos
alley Independent.
DISI'OHKU TO UK FA IK.

Tub Eaoi.k, edited by Messrs. Loomis
& Oakes, is the latest venture in journalism. It is opposed to the Republican in
politics, but seems disposed to be fair.
It is extremely handsome in appearance,
in which respect it rivals this journal.
.May it have a happy and prosperous future. Santa Fe Republican.
AUVOCATK OK DKMOCKATIC I'KIXCII'I.KS.

The initial nuinlier of Tun Eaoi.k,
published at .Silver City, reached us
Thursday last. Tiik Eaoi.k is a bright,
newsy paper, and a fearless advocate of
democratic principles. That it is for free
coinage and the general prosperity of
New Mexico, goes without annunciation.
The three admirable planks in Tun
Eaoi.k's platform will insure it a cordial
greeting in all democratic quarters. Independent Democrat.
OllTNl'OKHN

IN ITS OPINION.

The Silver City Eaoi.k is the name of a
new weekly issued at the county capital
by Messrs. Loomis and Oakes. Tiik
Eaw.k.ís democratic in polities,outspokcn
in its opinions and well edited locally.
The Headlight wishes it all possible success. Iteming Headlight.
Ml'HT IIAVK LOST ITS WAV.

democratic paper called Tiik
Eaoi.k has hatched out at Silver City,
so we hear, but it has not yet winged its
way to the rcrie of the White Oaks bird
of the same name and feather. Porque,
caballeros? White Oaks Eagle.
A new

A

HKAUTY WKI.COM K.

We have received the first number of
Tiik Eaoi.k, a new democratic paper
published at Silver City by Loomis it
Oakes. Tiik Eaolk is sound in its principles, well edited, neat as a pin and on
the whole one of the most creditable of
all the new journalistic enterprises in
the west. The Democrat gives it a hearty
welcome and predicts its success. Al-
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The rise in the price of silver is very
encouraging to silver miners and if it
continues much longer some of the silver
mines in this vicinity will be started up.
The mines in Chloride Flat which have
produced vast quantities of silver will
again if silver goes above 70 and
if it should reach a dollar there would be
several hundred miners employed there.
The mines at Georgetown, which have
lieen and still are the lest in New Mexico, will lie worked again if silver goes up
to anything like a fair price. More than
400 men have been kept at work by a
single company there at the same time
and employment could be given to as
many now if silver should advance to a
dollar an ounce.
Besides these camps, a further rise in
the price of silver will affect the output
at Central, Cooks, Black Hawk, Pinos
Altos and various other camps in the
It looks as though better
county.
times were coming for silver miners.
An important strike has leen made in
the Copper Queen mine on the (jucen
lead in the Mogollons; work ha lieen
going on in this mine for sometime and,
of late, the ore bus been rapidly improving in quality. At a depth of I0(i feet ore
was struck which ran 85 ounces in gold
and 2'.ñAló ounces in silver per ton, or a
total value of $3,11 2.30 per ton.
Tin ledge is from 7 to 8 feet wide and
the pay streak is from '1). to 4 feet in
width. The mine is owned by a Galveston company and was patented more
than ten years ago. The strike is considered one of the most important yet
made in the camp and the proscct is,
indeed, flattering.
At a depth of (0 feet some very fine ore
has lieen struck in the Deep Down mine.
The ore is silversulphide carrying considerable gold and is of a higher grade than
anything heretofore found in that mine.
The new Confidence mill will be ready
for operation alxmt the last of this mouth.
When this mill starts up the output of
the camp will be very materially increased. The company has expended a large
amount of money in the development of
the mine and the erection of the mill.

buquerque Democrat.
K. G. Landrum, of this city, is out in
an announcement for the ollice of county commissioner for this district, subject
to the action of the democratic county
convention. Mr. Landrum is- well
known here and is one of the solid citizens of the county who desire to see
county affairs administered in an honest
and economical manner, and if nominated and elected he would undoubtedly
fill the office with credit to himself and
profit to the county.

O. F. Zottinann, agent, for the
Music Co., of El Paso,
is in town tuning and filing pianos.
Henry Sandercock, a well known miner at Pinos Altos, died of typhoid fever,
at Pinos Altos, last Monday night at 10
o'clock.
V. F. Willis was in from the Gila
yesterday. He says that grass is fine in
that part of the county and that cattle
are in good condition.

rroHpiM tlve Clmnge In Court Trui'th-v- .
After years of agitation by some of the
leading lawyers of New Mexico a step
has Ih'Cii taken looking toward the discarding of the common law practice in

the courts and the substitution of acode.
The New Mexico bar association has
appointed a committee consisting of Gov.
L. Bradford Prince, of Santa Fe, for the
first district ; W. B. Childers, of Albuquerque, for the second district ;Gideon
I). Bantz, of Silver City, for the third
discrict; A. A. Jones, of Las Vegas, for
the fourth district and G. A. Richardson,
of KoKwell, for the fifth district, to draft a
bill providing for an equitable and uniform system for a code of practice in the
courts.
Mr. Bant,, of this city, has been persistent in his efforts to bring about a
change in the system of practice. The
common law practice has long since lieen
discarded by nearly all of the states
England has adopted a system
closely after that of some of the
older states. The change will be a very
important one and will lie of great licne-li- l
to litigants.
anil-eve-

pat-ten-

Corner Stout I.h.vIiik.
The corner stone of the new normal
school building will be laid on the 14th
of ibis month with imposing ceremonies.
An invitation will be extended to the
Knight Templars to be present and assist in the ceremonies. In order to make
proper preparations a meeting will lie
held at Morrill hall this evening at 8
for the purpose of appointing
committees to make the necessary arrangements. This was determined ujion
bylhelioard of regents late yesterday
afternoon. Let every friend of education in Silver City be present at the
o'clock

meeting tonight.
I)miio-raPrimary.
The time for holding the democratic
primary in this precinct lias been
changed from Saturday everting, Septembers, to Friday evening, September
7. The primary will be held at Morrill
hall next Friday evening at 8 o'clock.
Every democrat in the precinct should
be there. Primaries in other precincts
in the county will be held on Saturday

evening.

--

Ed. Dickinson, O. X. Meyers and S. B.
Biddle took the Royal Arch degree in
Masonry here last Monday evening.
After they had ridden the goat they
gave the members of the chapter a
sumptuous banquet at the Broadway.

At a meeting of the Silver Social Club
A. F. & A. M.
In' a spccial'mce! ingot' Silver 'his week the following oflicers were
president ;
V. II. Xewcoinb,
City lodge No 8, A .F. & A. M. on Thurs- elected :
day evening Sept. fi. All members are Geo. Norton, vice president; J. A gee,
requested to attend as business of imSheridan,

There will

Mr. F. C. Wylly arrived Monday
secretary and treasurer; J. J.
Bv order
afternoon from Savannah, Ga. Mrs. portance wi'l le transacted.
sergeant at arms ; F. D. Michael, Wni.
Wylly has been here for some time for of the W. M.
M.
Lai.ure and John Wiley, trastees.
M.
Tivomkv,
II.
W.
her health.
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iULLET-WiG(- V

Conditions Which Would NeoeBsi-tatNew Engines of War.

e

The Invention of Ilerr Dowe Would Tend
to Bring Out tiio Athletic Force of
Mea In IJiUtlc If Fut Into

Practical

Use.

If we are right in our reasoning, and
if, again, there is not some latent but

fatal defect in Ilerr Dowe's system, the
result on criare will be a very re-

markable one. Since the object of war
is to kill "to placo hors de combat" is
only a less crude way of putting the
fact new ways trf killing infantry and
cavalry will have to be devised. The
chanco!; of hitting men in the face at
long distances with riile fire, says the
London Spectator, will not be good
enough. I!ut the only ways of killing
effectively that will remain open will
be artillery fire, close combat with
boyonet and clubbed rifle pre forably
the latter, r.s the cuirass will make the
bayonet dii.icult to use with effect
and ridi;yj men down by cavalry
charges. The first of these, artillery
fire, has hitherto been regarded as of
comparatively little importance in the
uatter of killing. It is often declared,
Indeed, that the chief effect produced
by the guns i . the moral effect. Though
not many re killed, men do not like
to be within range of artillery. Possibly, however, the effect of artillery
fire could be increased.
In any case,
and since everything is relative, the
fact of the falling off of efficiency in
riile fire must increase the importance
of

artillery tire.
It is obviou !. however, that the chief

effect of bullet-proo- f
soldiers on the
circumstances of a battle would be to
increase enormously the amount of
d
d
lighting, liut
fighting mean's an advantage to
the strongest and most athletic force.
Now it will be Keen from the bare enumeration of the changes which seem
likely to follow bullet-proo- f
soldiers
that a great advantage will be given to
England. Jiullet-proo- f
euirasses will
give an advantage to the nation which
canonly bringa liinall number of troops
into the field. Lul that nation is Lug-lanIt will increase the importance
of artillery, liut this should be in
favor of England, for though we have
not the conscription, and so cannot get
men in large quantities, we can manufacture' as many guns as we choose.
Next, the revival of close combat
ought to be b. our favor, for Englishmen are cort.:iniy better at the
of close fighting than their
neighbor i. T;. iafantry are naturally
more handy a:i I more athletic, and the
cavalry are, if not theoretically better riders, more capable horsemen. An
Englishman is more likely to get his
hoivo t do the impossible than a
Frenchman or a (crinan. If, then,
I Terr
l.wo's invention enters the
region of pr.isi'ual warfare, the chungo
will be ia Er,-..nd'favor.
It will
give us u chance to escape being
pressed to the ground by hostile
hand-to-han-

hand-to-han-

d.

rough-and-tumb-

s

SKI'TKMIiEK 5,
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In the navy, no less than in the army;
the cuirass should be of enormous importance. During a sea fight a great
many thingo will want doing under a
storm of riile fire, but will hardly be
done except in one of Ilerr Dowe's
jackets. A few bullet-proo- f
sailors
would be a go.lsend to a captain when
lie ivas lighting hin ship against heavy
odli. hi the field, too, the cuirass
would be of great use to artillerymen.
Since they do not have to march, but
either ride or sit on the gun carriages,
there is no reason why the gunners
should not be very elaborately protected by means of Ilerr Dowe's patent
material. liut if they are they will be
able to work their guns in the open and
at close quarters in a way which is now
often impossible owing to the fire of
sharpshooters. In truth, there are a
hundred points on which the bulletproof clothing alters all the conditions
of war. It will alter, too, some of the
conditions of civil life. Insurrection
against invulnerable men will become
even more impossible than it is now.
Again, the result on small bodies of
men traveling in savage counties will
be very marked. When the savage
cannot wound his white foe, even men
no brave as the Matabeles will find resistance hopeless.
Possibly, however, all we have written is destined to be quite beside the
mark, not because of any flaw in Ilerr
Dowe's system, but for a totally different reason. Suppose that the gunsmiths retaliate on Ilerr Dowe by making a gun that will send a bullet
through hii cuirass? In that case, the
proscnt c n.".iti ns will remain. We
do not say that they will, but undoubtedly they will try. Meanwhile, all we
can say is that, in the great duel between attack and defense, the latter,
after lying hopelessly beaten for two
centuries, has revived, and appears to
have given her antagonist a heavy
blow. Time will show whether we
have to wait fifty years or only six
months for counter-stroke- .

OLD

Los Angeles lady was recently en- d
gaged in drilling a
Chinese boy in answering the door.
"Now, Sing." she said, when the
dorr bell rings, you go to thedoor.hold
out this salver, man put card on. You
bring card to me. You savce?"'
"Yes. rr.: diabbec," replied Sing.
So a rehearsal was gone through.
The Angeles lady rang her own door
bell. Hr.g opened the door, received
her card, hi: pcetud it closely, then followed her into the parlor and presented
her with the card. While this was going on the door bell rang again. Shig
went to the d cr. A gentleman was
there, who handed his card to the servitor. Sing looked at it closely and
grimied.
"You no come in."
The visitor indignantly demanded
why not.
"I shabbee you," said Sing; "you no
foolee me. You no got right ticket.
No come in."

SOL KNOCKED OUT.

The Photographer lias No Longer Any
Need for Ills Services.
Old Sol has long been unnecessary in
the taking of photographs.
Up to the present time, however, he

NOT THE RIGHT TICKET.
The Boy from Far Away China Didn't
Believe in Bogus Pasics.

1U94--

j

A

newly-engage-

i

has probably exulted in thinking that
his uncertain services must be had to
print the photograph.
lint again the old chap has been
says the New York
given the go-bAdvertiser, and he is not now a necessity at any rtage of the game, lie may
sulk and hi lo his face or pop it out
fro::i behind the clouds momentarily
as much as he pleases, but with photographers he no longer "cuts any
ice."
Electricity has scored a victory over
the old chap, and it is practically a
knock-ou- t
in this particular line.
llefore pictures have been taken in
the daytime by the aid of electric light
an i t ni'fht by flash light, but to get
a proof printed one had to wait until
l! j next afternoon anyhow and sometimes longer, all according to Old Sol's
humor.
Now one can go to his phqtographer
providing that gentleman has the
proper apparatus at any time, even at
midnight, and sit for his photograph.
Not only that, if he is willing to wait
half an hour he may receive a nice, soft
print from the negative.
The apparatus consists of an ordinary camera, a forty-fiv- e
hundred candle
power arc light for the taking, a six
thousand candle power arc light for
the printing.
Instead of sitting in the open room
the subject sits in a sort of canopy, the
sides and top being white and at the
back the ordinary background.
Instead of having the light shine directly on the subject it shines away
and is reflected softly back from the
white sides.
Watches were held for the test, and
a
exposure was made. The
plate was then developed and dried
quickly, coming out good and clear. It
was then taken to the printing room,
and after ten minutes under the influence of the powerful arc light the paper and negative were taken from the
box. The print was remarkably soft,
clear and accurate.
All the time taken from the snap of
the cimera until the print was finished
was thirty-tw- o
minutes, and ordinary
materials only wero used.
This relegates Old Sol to the rear a
back number as a potographer's
Europe's Unhealthy Cities.

,

The most unhe-.ilhcity in Europe,
according to i.tatLties recently issued,
is liaretlona, Spain, one of the loveliest places in that partof the continent.
One who lives in Itarcelona increases
considerably his chances of death. Of
every 1,00!) persons, there die in Edinburgh annually ID; in London, 20; in
:'t;:e!;hlin, 21; in Nrussels, 22; in Iler-U- .i
r.n l Paris, 23, and in Itarcelona, 31.
Th? r.uul-e( f deaths there in every
.:)) ne.iple at the present time exceeds
th. number cf births.
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all foreign mutter is well loosened and
scattered through the hair, which
An KuHily.Miide ('Ht
lor i'rinkuu o should then be parted in different
Kvrry Doner, prion.
places all over the head, and the parts
This catch y trillo looks summc rv and cleansed with a stiff little brush, after
pretty when fashioned from pink or which the entire head and hair should
blue chintz. The buck is rut, from be very thoroughly brushed in sections
curd board, neatly coveici with the ma- till the dandruff is bru died out a1 much
terial which is to form the lam v. and as possible, when some good hair tonic
is edged with, a border and knots of or scalp cleanser may by rubbed on and
ribbon.
the srtarls engendered by the whole
The chintz pocket, which is to hold process gently combed out, and the
your knicknacks, will be held out nice- ends of the hair clipped. This should
ly if. Stiffened with crinoline. The always be dene once a month to promote the growth of the hair.

FOREIGN NOTES

POCKET.

NEAT WALL

"Cui.k"
is properly
pronounced
"gowff"' according the editorial authority of the London Daily News.
Tin: I'lv.ieh government is not satisfied with any of the six hundred de-

H

I

mi

"

OLD ROMAN

signs for new postage stamps which
were submitted in public competition,
and will n.vt make any use of any one
of tlieui.
A sitkokon weighing 1,440 pounds
was caught in the Caspian sea u few
weeks ago. The head alone weighed
:.':.':l pounds, and the lish
furnished
about 1:.M) pounds (;f roe for caviare.
Tlu- lish was sold forCdOO.
Ai'.UiTVof T.in .lews, collected from
lies' ar .bin. Podolia and Yekaterano-sbv- .
fr ' .!
recently for the I irseh
e l ..i
i.i .'.r.vnliua.
The emi rants
were described us of line and robust
physique, and all practical agriculturists.
"Mkixon" had its thousandth performance at the Paris opera comiquc
recently, and the occasion was celebrated by admitting the public free to
all parts of (he house. The composer,
Amhroise Thomas, who is eighty-tw- o
years old, was present.
A. new
bread grater has been
brought out in lmdon. It is cylindrical
and ab nt a i l.:rro a a quart cup. The
bread i pi. ice I in the receptacle by a
door in t lie .side, when it passes between the graters revolved by a crank
from the top.

i

PERQUISITES.

-

ImtueriHe Amount Gobbled ly Ofllceliold-er- a
in tli Diiyi of ( Icito.

unen 1j. l.apernms riso was appointed governor of Macedonia for one
year he drew for his outfit fr:u the
111
public treasury IS.OIKMKM sc .tercj or
150.000. lie did not want t!i money
for that purpose.
re- Everything
quired by a proconsul was supplied to
him by the province. Piso simply took
the money for himself and lent it out
C. Verres
in Home at high interest.
was charged by Cicero with having
robbed Sicily of i'.WMMH) in three yearn,
besides many valuable works of art.
Uc practically admitted his fuilt by
-retiring from Rome without attempt-- 1
ing any defense. Cicero, when govcr-- ;
nor of the poor province of Cilicia,
found himself the richer in one year by
:.'0.0)0, and he was perhaps the only
WAM. I'OCKKT.
proconsul who ever handed over his
lower edge is brought down into gath- surplus to the state.
There can be no doubt that Cicero
ers, giving a round effect, and the upper corners are tucked to the card- and the younger Pliny received large
sums from their clients while these
board background.
The sume ribbon garnilnre surround- clients were still living. Bulbus is not
ing the buck decorates the pocl,et. likely to have secured the argument
and a pretty finish is added in the 'Pro liulbo" for a mere trifle, and the
shape of a graceful drape of Valen- gratitude of Sicily for the prosecution
ciennes lace, placed across the bottom. of Verres undoubtedly took a verysuli-stuntiform.
Apart from all such
New Way to Fix rhotogrnphii.
honoraria, it is recorded that Cicero
A frame for your photographs may and the y ounger Pliny received legacies
d
be made as follows: Cut heavy
from clients to the amount of 170,000.
in the shape of panels. Cut (ibbon tells us, on the authority of
square openings in these panels through Olympiodorus, that several of the richwhich your pictures may be seen, and est jeiuit rs had an income of .t'liiO.000
cover the cardboard with a large pice." a year without computing the stated
of China silk. This may be cut fr i provision of corn und wine.
the center of each opening toward c::S
corner of the sume, drawn to the lc :';
HORSE SENSE.
of the cardboard and securely pasted r
glued down. The pictures mny the i
Watkh is good for a horse's feet. If
be arranged, and. lastly, a sec ni 1 ).':
they get hard soak them in warm
of cardboard fastened on the 1;::::':
water. Never oil or varnish any part
the panel, covering the who) . V::1
a horse's foot.
of
''
r
color paper may be snbsíü-.iíKkki a foot hook handy and clean
the China silk, and a delicate
out the feet every day. It will prevent
upon it if desired. Ladies' thrush und other diseases of the foot,
Home Journal.
lvi:i:i' the harness soft and flexible by
oiling - It will lust much
frequent
An Kffeftive Dry
1 :igcr
and beside a horse will work
Many women who have luxurious with much more comfort than in a hard,
tresses and who take cold easily me ilKitting. unyielding harness.
obliged to fotego washing them ns
Tak:: the harness off the horses at
often as they would like because if the noon: zemove the' collars so that the
difficulty of getting thein dry quickly.
lirush
houhk-rmay become cool,
For such, a dry shampoo is the next them llit roughly und wipe the collars
best thing, and, if carefully and thorbefore replacing them. It will
oughly done, it removes the accumu- only take a few moments und pcrhap
well
ns
almost
dandruff
lated dust and
wive days of idleness if Che neck r
as washing. The hair .should be Klrike.n shoulders should become sore. If in-- j
loosely out over the sh.jul.lers u:i the clincd to be tender, bathe in strong
head ma:;lnlated with the ih.yr ; till alum water.
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FUN AND FICTION.
Tiik man who can keep I'.is temper
when he attempts to drive his neighbor's chic'.:. ;.:. out of his garden through
the :.aiae lude by which they came in
need have no fear of "Satan." Boston
Transcript.
"1 am lucky in being sick here in
New York instead of being laid up in
Texas." "Ah!" said the doctor. "Yes."
"forull this money
iv ponded
i II have t
pay you I'd have to be sick
i i Texas f r more than two months."
Texas Sittings.
Miss. IIorsMi "They almost invariably i,pcak of church strawberry sup-p- .
r.j Uu "socials,' but never in that way
of a church oyster supper. 1 wonder
"Great Scott! You
why?" Ilouser
can't expect one oyster to be social,
can you.'" Ituffulo Courier.
"Old man llykik is one of the most
hospitable men I ever saw; no matter
who calls on him he always puts the
best foot forward." "That's what
young Duckling said," was the reply,
"when lie asked him for his daughter
lust night.'" Atlanta Constitution.

al

eard-Ixmr-

c

'
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spr.r,-painte-

i

Shin.

FACTS AND FIGURES.

:

TriKRE are 13,000 varieties of postage
stamps.
Ostkk'H plumes are plucked once in
eight months.
Tin-cockroach is a sacred insect
among the Chinese.
Mor.r. people die in spring than in any
of the other seasons.
XiM'.TV-i'ivper cent, of vacant public lands are in the arid regions.
:
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A FEATHERED SAMSON.

i iio twenty years of the garden's existence, stood and surveyed the scene.
The bars on the heavy iron cage had

Marvelous Feats of Strength Performed by a Captive Macaw.

not been pulled out as in the larger
cage, but they had been bent and almost broken, leaving a space b.rge
enough for the macaw to make his exit.
Mow he did it is still a puzzle for the
Zoological society to solve, if not a
puzzle for a good mechanical engineer
familiar with the tensile and t)ther
properties of iron.
The keeper who found the bird first
felt the bars with his fingers to see if
they had been made out of soft metal
by mistake," but they were not. Then
he got a pair of plumber's plyers and
tried to bend them straight again, but
he had not force enough in his wrist to
do it. Then he sat down and wiped
the cold perspiration from his face and
looked at the macaw with a suspicion
that the bird must be supernatural,
while the bird sat as serenely as possible, calmly returning his gaze. The
macaw is a silent bird. He does not
talk like other parrots.
The keeper secured the window and
doors and went for advice and assistance. The macaw is back in its cage
now, but the bars are still bent just as
he left them, because there is not a
pair of plyers in the garden strong
enough to straighten them. Around
the outside of the cage are the layers
of the thick wire mesh of the kind
used to sieve coal, hiding the bird almost completely from view, except at
one corner left open to feed him.
The macaw's feat is the most astonishing thing that has been seen in the
garden since it was founded. The bird
is nothing but a parrot of somewhat
extraordinary size, being over two feet
in length, and having a head on him
probably larger than a big Florida
orange and an enormous bill for a bird.
His plumage is dark and rather subdued in comparison with the smaller
parrots, but it is very handsome. Since
he twisted the bars of his cage the
keepers are wary in handling him for
fear he will get his fighting blood up
and take a man's finger off, which lm is
capable of doing.
What will be done with him has not
been determined yet. There was a
proposition to confine him in the new
bear pit, but it is probable that he will
be put in an outdoor cage for the summer, where the bars are as thick as
those used to confine the eagles and
vultures. The strength of his bill is
marvelous.

The Athletic Bird Twlnts Iron Bart with
ill Hill and In Vnrloua Other
Ways Displays Ilia Wonderful Powers.

They have a lot of wonderful animals
Zoo, but the most wonderful
of all just now is a bird. lie is
barred up behind three layers of
heavy wire inesh, such as is used
for coal sieves, and even this is hardly
enough to relieve a constant feeling of
suspicion concerning1 him. The bird is
a species of the parrot known as the
macaw, and his native country is l!ra-zi- l.
The warm breath of summer which
we have had several recent touches of
seems to have inspired him with a confidence peculiar to any feature that
itself erects a home, and the activity
of some of his exploits has surprised
the keeper of the aviary as well as the
oflicials of the gardens who have never
had the opportunity of seeing the macaw on his native heath.
lie has only been in this country a
short time, snys the Philadelphia Telegraph, and until a few days ago had
sole possession of one of the row of
cages along the eastern wall of the
aviary. In an adjoining cage were a
flock of talkative but peaceful cockatoos, with feathers as white as snow,
lie observed them with comparative
indifference for a time, but a few nights
ago he decided to make them a neighborly call, and now the garden is one
cockatoo less in its group of specimens
of winged creation. How ithappencdno
one knew until the next morning, whcii
when the macaw was found in the cockatoo cage, sitting comfortably on a
perch, while beneath him lay a dead
cock in the pit. The other cockatoos
kept themselves as far as possible out
of sight in a corner. Three bars of
thick wire partition between the cages
had been pulled out to make way fur
Apparently this
the macaw's exit.
might have been an easy thing for a
man to do, but it is doubtful if a man
uould have done it more neatly or completely.
The macaw was not put back in his
cage. He was given quarters in a
private cage, a stout portable inclosure
about three feet square, with a lloor of
galvanized sheet iron, and iron bars as
thick as an ordinary lead pencil. The
bars were supported around the sides
with cross pieces, or stringers of thick
iron, so that their length was not over
six inches in any part of the cage. It
was thought that the macaw war.
pretty safe in that kind of a cage, but
to make assurance doubly sure lie wan
placed in a small room in the corner of
tho aviary and the door closed, which
proved a wise precaution. The next
morning the keeper of the aviary nearly fell dead with paralysis to find the
macaw at large, perched quietly on the
top of a feed box. The box was empty.
With his jaw dropped with consternation the keeper, who had charge of
all the birds that ever came there in
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A Remarkable

;

Shot.

A peculiar incident happened while
the .Sixth repmcnt of New York were
engaged in riile practice at the New
Jersey state camp at Sea Girt. Lieut.
R. It. Albertson was trying to qualify
range. On
on the
his fifth shot three blackbirds flew
across the range. .The lieutenant's
rille cracked and one of the birds fell.
At the same moment the signal target
indicated that the lieutenant had
scored four points, only one point from
An examination of the
the center.
dead bird showed that the bullet in its
flight for the target had passed through
its breast.

,
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QUEER FOREIGN CUSTOMS.
The Russian peasant never touches
food or drink without making the sign

of the cross.
Femai.h bootblacks are reported to
bo multiplying in Paris and other
French cities.
Newly-makkie- p
girls in Hungary
offer their kisses for sale on St. Joseph's day, March 111.
Jewish guides in Rome never pass
under the arch of Titus, but walk
around it. The reason is, it commemorates a victory over their race.
A i. aw in Ncrwiiy prohibits any person from spending more than five cents
for liquor at one visit to a public house;
and alcoholic stimulants are supplied
only to sober persons.
INTERESTING

IF TRUE.

The frigate bird, it is asserted, can
fly two hundred miles in'an hour.
The starfish has no nose, but the
whole of its underside is endowed with
the sense of smell.
Some insects pass several years in
preparatory state of existence, and,
finally, when perfect, live but a few
hours.
Snakes in South America fear the
secretary bird, and will even crawl
away from its shadow. This bird can
easily thrash a snake twice its size.
Dock Hawkins, who lives near Macon, tia., got up the other night to
strike a match, but didn't go to the
bureau for it. finding one nearer. The
light disclose:! a rattler, which he
killed with an iron shoe last.
HEARD

AND

OVERHEARD.

In a shop That a heart-shape- d
tea
table is one of the new things.
In a boudoir That photographs
must be placed in Louis XIV. frames.
In a library That the best designers
of book covers in this country are
women.

In the country That a morning canter on the back of one's thoroughbred is
the thing everywhere.
At a garden party That one of the

stuning costumes was a
d
skirt of light mauve crepe de chine.
At a wedding That the bride's gifts
to her maids were exquisite fans, with
a picture of herself painted in one
corner.
kilt-plaite-

A

TRIFLE

FRENCHY.

Tub French census shows a total of
foreign work people.
The French government pays its
representative at London 800,000 a
year.
France has the largest publio debt
of any country in the world.
It
amounts to (,1"0,000,000.
The French courts have recently decided that a woman's dot or marriage
portion is the property of her husband.
Accohwno to M. Flammario'n, the.
great astronomer, the mean temperature of Paris for the past six years has
been two degrees below the normal.
390,000
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COLD-STORAG-

CATS.

E

Felines That Live Constantly in
a Freezing Temperature.
Through Tbelr Perpetual Exposure to the
Frigid AtmoKphure the Animal
Have Acquired Heavy Coats
of Fur.
e
warehouses of
In the
Pittsburgh, says the Pittsburgh Dis-- !
patch, when they were established,
there were no rats or mice. The temperature in the eold rooms was too low
to admit the existence of these noc
turnal animals. The keepers of these
places soon found, however, that the
rat was an animal of remarkable adaptability.
The ordinary rat of the
United Ktatescnmc originally from Nor
way In that country, naturalists say,
the animal was much better prepared
to withstand the climate than it is in
this country were it suddenly trans-- ,
ported to a eold climate. If any ordi- nary cellar rat were put in a cage, con- veyed by ship to Spitsbergen, and re-- !
lensed on that icy island, it would
freeze to deatli in a few hours. Yet
there are rats in Spitsbergen. These
rats are fat rascal:;, with hag and very
thick hair, and have adapted themselves to the temperature of the region.
It is just such rats as those of the
northern region that have adapted
e
ware- themselves to the
houses. After some of these house
had been in operation for a few months
the attendants found that rats were at
work in the rooms where the temperature was constantly kept below the
.freezing point. In the warehouse of
Uie .msnurg, .oruge comnany, uc- fore its burning last fall, two rats
were killed by the employes. They
were found to be clothed in wonder- fully long and thick fur, even
their tapering, snakelike tails being
covered by a thick growth of hair.
Rats of this variety, whose coats have
adapted themselves to the conditions
under which they live, have doinesti-- 1
eated themselves in all the storage
warehouses in Pittsburgh.
The prevalence of rats in these places
led to the introduction of eats. Now
it is well known that pussy is a lover
of warmth and comfort. She delights
to lie close to the lire when the mow
is drifting around the house, and to
wash her face with her warm, soft
paws, lats, However, nave a greai
adaptability to conditions. The wild
eat of Africa, now extinct and living
only in the form of its domestic congener, was nursed by the Egyptians as a
timepiece, and so regulated her eye.,
Unit by a glance at them the inhabi
tant of Cairo was able to tell the lime
of day without the advent of Seth W ar- cold-storag-

When eats were introduced into
storage houses and turned loose in the
eold vooms they pined and died because
of the excessive eold. It appears in
the course of investigation into thi ;
subject, that one cat was finally intro- into the rooms of the Pennsyl- vania Storage company which was able
to withstand the low teinncriiture. She
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was a eat of unusually iliiek fur end
she thrived and grew fat in quarters
where the temperature was below
thirty degrees. l!y careful nursing a
brood of seven kittens was developed
in this warehouse into sturdy, tliijls-furre- d
eats that love an led :n'.i.:
clime. They have been di..lri'ut ::
e
lr.v.rvs f
among the other
Pittsburgh, and have created :i peculiar
breed of cats, adapted to the conditions
under which they must exist to find
their prey.
chubby
These cats are short-tailepussies, with hair as thick and full of
under-fu- r
as the wild cats of the Car.a-dia- n
woods.
One of the remarkable
things about them is the development
These long, stiii
0f their "feelers."
hairs that protrude from a cat's nose
and eyebrows are, in the ordinary
feline, about three inches long.
In the cats cultivated in the cold warehouses the "feelers" grow to a length
of five and six inches. This is probably
because the light is dim in these pities
and all movements must be the result
of the feeling sense. In these two respects, the growth of thick hair and
the development of "feelers." the domestic cat shows the operation of Darlaw of the survival
win's
of the fittest in the development of
their conditions adapted to the

.

1

cold-storag-

IVVf

well-know- n

The storage people say that if one of
these furry cats is taken into the open
nir, particularly during this hot spell
it will die in a few hours. It ea.v.nt
endure a high temperature, and an introduction to a stove would send it into
a fit.
Finding New Korku In the Sea.
It appears from the annual report of
roiTrapher of the Hritlsh navy
that two hundred rocks and other dan
gerous objects to na vigation were dis- covered during last year twenty six
by
by surveying vessels, thirty-fiv- e
other ships belonging to the navy,
twenty-tw- o
by lintish and foreign ves-- ,
sels, one hundred and five were report- ed by colonial and foreign govern- ments and thirteen were discovered by
vessels striking on them. The resur- veys of Spithead, Pembroke and Plyui- outh sound have been going on, and
serious obstacles were discovered at
the Welsh port, while at Plymouth it
turned out that the depth in the main
anchorage was vei y much less Hum is
shown on the chart, so that the largest
ships would be certain to touch bottom
in some places if the water sunk to its
lowest level. Dredging has therefore
been undertaken.

cold-storag-

er
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l'lrniwd the Queen.
Miss JIajendie,

It is said that

who

d
po- has just received the
queen
ic- to
of
honor
sition of maid
toria, owes her good luck to a mere
freak of 'magnetic attraction. The
queen saw her for the first lime when
she caine to sing at the little Sunday
service arranged by Princess lieatriee
at tne ma i aoorieoiii, and was par- ticularly struck by her pleasant face
and sweet voice. It was with the
most surprise that the circle, as well as
the young lady herself, learned of the
honor designed for her.
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small and do not admit of the more
sketchy styles. The work iuvolved is,
of course, considerable, but linen endures so well and the colors of y
are made so lasting that it is thoroughly well worth the doing.
Ribbons and flowers combined are
always charming and suggestive of the
best
laste. Just now they are
very popular and are rivaled only by
Most needle workers
the wreaths.
make the ribbon solid as well as the
flowers, but one clever woman has devised a rapid and effective method of
her own. She first outlines the entire
design, then tills the space between the
lines with single eat stitching. The
result is really striking and well worth
the trying. . The contract between the
solid flowers and the lighter ribbon is
charming and novel, besides being very
little work. A most successful design
of the sort is of white violets tied with
pale yellow ribbon, and it is seldom
one gets a belter result with even the
most exactinjf work.
Luncheons promise to be popular the
season through and the bare table will
be much in use both for indoor and the
piazza functions. These charming bits
of napery will so find a speedy demand
and may well employ nil one's leisure
time. Linen is delightful stuff to
handle in the warm summer days, and
an array of well selected silks in a
natty basket makes a picture not to be
despised. N. Y. Recorder.

DOILIES.

to-da-

Are More Popular This
Summer Than Ever Before.

They

Their Numbers Have Increased Until
They Are Nearly Beyond Count
Tablecloths' for Luncheons Are
Mo Longer Au Full.

The doily is in great demand. Its
numbers have increased and added
unto themselves until now they are
neat ly beyond count. The vei y latest
of all is the wine glass doily, and authorities declare that a full set must
include all sies and sorts from' it to
the lug one which forms the centerpiece
liul with nit going quite so far
set a very charming
as Unit, one
appeartulile and prcnciil ;in
ance with only a part of the prescribed
iiuiiilier.
One of the most important of all to
the lucky owner of a polished mahogany board is the plate doily. In its
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AMERICAN LUMBER ABROAD.

It la

Bold In Every Country

Reports from

United States Consuls.
One of the most valuable publications ever issued from the state department has appeared. It consists of reports from American consul;., throughout the world regarding United
lumber in foreign markets. While intended primarily for the advantage of
American lumber producers and rhip.
genpers, the information is of um-u.- l
eral interest, according to the Hartford'
Times. The remarkable fact is shown
that the United States Ecnds lumber to
every country on the globe, and that,
while in many lands the market is virtually controlled by the shippers of
this country, there are still great possibilities of increased sales.
It is astonishing to learn that nearly
all the building lumber imported by
Africa comes from the United States;
that Japan buys it, and that no other
lumber enters South American ports.
In Samoa four cents a foot in paid for
rough Orcgont pine and California redwood. Hawaii, by letting American
h'.mber in free of duty and charging
ion per cent, duty on Canadian lumber
virtually prohibits the importation of
t'.ie hitter. Consul Mills, of Honolulu,
reports that all the limber used there
comes from the United States. Even
the island of New Caledonia prefers
pine from Washington, and pays about
e
twenty dollars for
cubic
feet. All the lumber used in Madeira
c. mes from Maine, North Carolina
and
"ova Scotia; while Mexico and the
'.Vest Indies rely wholly upon the
United States. Australia buys a million dollars' worth every year, and.
would take as much more if it could be "
bought readily.
The great difficulty appears to be in
procuring the transport of the Ameri-wooLittle is carried by American ships. The principal rivals of this ,
country in the world'u lumber trade
are Canada and Norway, except in
England, where Russia and
.re competitors, an 1 in Austria, which
i.) supplied by countries on the Mediterranean. Austria, however, gets her
staves from the United States, as do
most of the other nations of Europe.
More lumber from the United States
than from Canada is used in Croat
Iiritain. Nearly all the spools are made
of white birch of Maine. Even Oregon
timber reaches England. One patriotic
consul protests against selling American lumber in foreign countries, because it may ruin the forests of the
United States. It appears from most
consular reports that comparatively
few of the countries have wooden
houses on account of the great expense
i f lumber, and that transportation facilities alone prevent the substitution
of wood for stone and similar materials. This iu generally the case in tropical countries, where the woods are too
hard to be profitably used for ordinary
.onr.tructioii. From a business point
f view it is shown that the American
export lumber trade is still in its infancy, though American timber is probably
more widely known than any other
product of thh country.
fifty-thre-

for Tartlets.
Mix fourounces of flue sugar and four
'J 'r
ounces of ground almonds into a stiff
WP5
paste with the yolks of two eggs; roll
it out about a quarter of an inch thick,
cut into rounds with a fluted pastry
cut-e- r
and line some small tartlet tins
with thein. Fry them in a cool oven
'3
for some hours, remove and leave them
to get cold and firm. Then detach
7
them carefull v from the molds, dust
over with pounded sugar and fill with
strawberries and cream prepared as
follows: rut a pound of pi.Ued ripe
strawberries into a basin with f mr
ounces of i.ugar and a to.'. ; lonful of
maraschino, let them stand for an
A TKIO OP DOILIES.
hour, then mix carefully und lightly
latest, most approved style it is ten with a gill and a half of whipped
inches square, is finished with a fringe cream. Dish the tartlets on a napkin
and is embroidered in one corner only. or fancy dessert paper.
When the table is laid these embroiTim IStt I crnitiire Polish.
dered bits are all turned toward the
eab'uvjt-make- r
An
experienced
says
center, where they decorate the cloth,
the
best
preparation
that
for cleaning
mid the plain portion is left free for
the plate. They are really very deeo- - picture frames and restoring furniture,
ralive. and if you possess a dozen of. especially that somewh X marred or
of thive parts
them and a few caraffe doilies, besides scratched, is a mixture
I one part
of
oil
linseed
an.
pints of
a centerpiece, yon are well supplied.
The multitude of smaller ones will turpentine. It not only covers the dis
hardly be missed, and you can always figured surface but restores wood to
console yourself with the thought that . its original color, leaving a lustre upon
many object to the too great aceumu the surface. Apply with a woolen
cloth and when dry rub with wooleu.
hilion of linen bits.
Flowers in I liifjcr Howls.
designs
The wreat h and the bow-knA very pleasing table decoration that
still hold sway. The former is used
almost exclusively for the round doilies, is easily earned out thrn'hout the
am! the latter is seen upon all sixes and summer months is the addition of flow
Use double
all sorts. A ehrrming set recently scut ers to the linger-bowlto a br'uh; is all done in wreaths of dif- bowls, one large enough to h il l the
ferent flowers, no two Icing exactly other, and (11 the tpaee between the
alike, and thc hole effect is dainty in two with very small blossoms. The
the extreme, l'or these only solid work etleet'of dipping the Angers into flower
is used. The flowers are necc.vai ilv encircled water is decidedly unique
and w: v.:. )k
A Recipe
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PHEASANTS

IN OREGON.

The Numerous Progeny of Those Brought
from China a Few Yearn Ago.

The history of this interesting and
valuable game bird oil this coast has
never been written. Everyone knows
now that it was imported by Judge
0. N. Denny, and that it has spread
throughout Oregon and Washington
until it is numbered by the thousands
and probably hundreds of thousands.
Some day perhaps its history will be
traced'. Meanwhile the chief incidents
in its career arc of interest, says the
Portland Oregonian.
It was in lfJiiO that Judge Denny, then
United States consul at Shanghai, sent
over the lirst lot of Chinese or Mongolian pheasants. There were seventy
of them, and they were sent over in a
sailing vessel bound for I'uget sound.
With them were sent explicit instructions as to their handling in reshipping
to Portland, as the cocks and liens
should be kept separate, and only a
certain limited number in eaeb (.'rate,
etc. l.ut the reshipping was carelessly
done, so that of the whole number only
eighteen survived, lifteen cocks and
three hens, a proportion which the
sender would have liked to see reversed. They were very unwisely put
on Sauvic's island, the place of all
others to which sportsmen then, as
now, resorted.
Yet so industriously
did they propagate that they soon
were common sights in Multnomah
county. A few went into Washington
county. Some crossed the Columbia to
the then territory of Washington.
Since then they have spread north ft
the sound anil in various parts of Washington. All the pheasants in the state
" i'
f 'Washington are credited to this tirst
b.ginning, the three hens which survived the lirst shipment of seventy
in 1880.
Having heard of the bad luck which
attended the first venture, Judge Denny
more
iu ISSl sent over twenty-eigh- t
eighteen hens and ten cocks. These
were sent to Portland ami to the ehiirrre.
of Judge Denny's brother, who lived
at Washington Ilutte, Linn county.
proper caro of them and put them
adrift near his place. I'rom there they
have gone into southern Oregon, and,
as Judge Denny thinks, have crossed
the Cascade mountains and appeared
in Eastern Ore;;on, while the Willamette valley is full of them.
Judge Denny was home in 1882 and
visited the legislature in session at
His presence induced Judge
Salem.
Truitt, now of Alaska, then a member
of thu house, to prepare a bill for the
protection of the pheasant. With sucW
marked favor was the project received
that the bill was advanced by unani- mous consent through its three read-- ,
ings and passed promptly, the same
courtesy being extended it iu the senate,
This provided absolute protection Ijv
the birds for live years, llefore the
f.ve years 'had expired the protection
was extended live more, making ten in
all. Then tlwy were placed on the
same footing as the other pheasants,
though the season is a little different.
What the Denny pheasant needs now
is a shorter season and a law prohibit
lie-too-
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ing entirely limiting it for the market.
Takh
ink
stains
a carpet with
from
Warden MoOuirc has no doubt that
thirteen thousand Mongolian pheas- javelle water.
Dip tin iv n rusted spot iu tartaric
ants were taken in Linn county alone
by
last season. There is acid and h;:ng in the sun.
money in the sport, as the birds bring
Ukmov:: i:ik fr ni white goods with
a dollar and a half a dozen. This is not oxalic acid, and then warm water.
sport. It is butchering as a business.
Urn a fruit staiu with yellow soap,
putting on wet starch, and hanging in
A LOST PEOPLE.
the sun several days.
Takt: out paint from a garment by
The Belles of a Lost Have Discovered on wetting with benzine, rubbing with a
the Count of Iirittany.
woolen cloth, then wetting and rubA lady whose home is in the south of bing again.
France writes of a visit slie made rePon taking all stains out of fine
cently to an island on the coast of llrif-tan- clothirr apply benzine in a circle
Those of you who have read the around the sp it working to the center
story of King Arthur and his knights and sponging off.
will remember that they started out
THE SUEZ CANAL.
over the sea in pursuit of the dragon.
In this the Morbihan sea is a little
Ix 1803
ships, of 7.0M),(X)0 tons,
island which cau be reached from the
mainland only when the water is passed through t'ie Suez canal.
Sixtv-i:iouüli:i francs were colsmooth. The sole inhabitant is a lire-to- n
in Imm fr t::i ships .passing
lected
in
a little hut
shepherd, who lives
and spends his time in caring for his through the e:::uil last year.
Ok the 3.341 ship
passengers
sheep. The party landed and were met
old man, who led were carried, yielding an income of
by the kind-face- d
them over the grassy slope where his l.NCl.niM).
OK the 3.311 ships the English sailed
llock was feeding, and showed them
the way around a bill, on the east side 2.10". (enrían :.'7'. French l'.Kl. Dutch
Aw tr
of which they found the entrance to a
lu:i'rari::i 71. Italian 07.
;
Til!-.','onv i
tunnel.
aib.l exactly half
This extended some distance, and its a hundred. t!u '.t i;i:m 34. Spanish :.".(,
Russian 21. Portuguese 10, Egyptian .'.
lloor, sides and roof were made of immense Hat pieces of stone, covered with American 3. Ilelgian 1, ltrazilian 1.
hieroglyphs and figures, 'looking Japanese 1.
somewhat like wreaths and again like
BITS OF SCIENCE..
coiled serpents." At the end of this
floored,
roofed
hall,
also
unnel was a
Fai.mxo snowl'akes bring with them
and walled with the same curious all the floating dii t of the air, leaving
stones, and in the center was an altar the atmosphere extremely pure.
and a stone upon which, it is thought,
Tun skclet'hi of u "whale lizard"
that human aeriliccs have been offered. brought front Alaska by the steamer
The strange t part of all is that no City of Toix ka weighs twenty-fou- r
stones nor rocks like those used in this hundred pounds.
tunnel can be found on the island, and
Oru sun. with his train of attendant
at no place nearer than a hundred planets, is traveling through space at
miles inland. Who brought them? the unthinkable
speed of eighteen
How did they come? There is no record miles per second.
left at least none has been found, to'
AccoitDiXfi to Withof an area of u
tell who these people were, or any- quarter of an inch contains 2113 hairs
them.
thing about
on the head, 3'J on the chin, 23 on the
They must have lived many centuries forearm and IU on the buck of the
vanished
entirely,
yet
ago, but have
hand.
their work is as perfect apparently as
when first built.
DELICIOUS AND DAINTY.
It is thought that they may have
Eoo lemonade is a delicious drink.
been Druids, who came here when they
Ckka.m
peppermints iced or coated
again,
think
left Oreat llrituin; others,
that they were worshippers of the ser- with chocolate are one of the popular
pent god called lla. lint it is con- confections.
Tiik best way to serve after-dinnjecture. All we know is that the
stones are here, strangely carved, skill- coffee if the day is very warm is to
fully put together, but of their build- freeze it. Freeze as you do sherbets.
Ickh Tea. Fill glasses partly full of
ers their is no trace.
ice; make tea double strength and
Roai In Tablet.
pour, boiling li d. over ice. Add lemon
There are novelties even in soap. The and sugar to taste,
last are soap tablets, that come in pretA HAii.iioADcrane in used in Dennison.
ami covered boxes. The Tex., has a gauge on
ty satin-linethe cylinder
soap is put up in small tablets, like which, with a little computation,
A
lozenges a very convenient form.
shows the weight of any article lifted.
cake of soap is always tobogganing
Smokki.Kss powder has been followed
into unlooked-f- ' r corners ami slb';i:ig by a chemical combination calle u
"log
away, when it ctvfht to be i.iost u eful. creator." A (crinan named Keihm is
These little tablets are als-- i convenient the inventor. II is a i hell which when
to traveler because they do away with it explodes enshrouds . darkness the
the nece ". i'y f:r carrying a soup box. troops at whom it is aimed. It also
i1.
away with the need of causes soldii-r:Th.'V
to cough.
havk-ú;.- u.i..
;;y::t;.U.
3.3-1-
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Democratic Territorial Convention.
In accordance wltli a resolution of the democratic torrltoriiil central committee, adopted tit n meeting held In Santa Fe on the 11th
day of August. 1HD4, a convention of the democratic party of the territory is hereby called
to meet at Las Cruces, N. M on the lítli day
of September. 181)4. at 2 o'clock p. m., to nomi-im- le

a caiiiildate for delegate to the house of
representatives of the 54th congress of the,
I'niled Stales.
In accordance with said resolution each
county of the territory Is entitled to one delegate to said convention for each llil votes
cast for lion. Antonio Joseph, as delegate to
congress In 1MK. and an additional delegate
for each fraction of the unit of J
amounting to lltty or more, I'ndcr this apportionment the several counties of the territory
aw entitled to representation as follows:
No. of Delegates.
Counties.
IS
Hernnlillo
3
Chaves

Colfax
Dona Ana
Kddv

SEPTEMBER 5, 1894.

2
Jas. Twalts,
Call For Democratic Convention.
2
John Perry,
1
H. A. Fuller,
Bv authority in us vested, a convention Is
3
J. K. Mutcnlf,
hereby called to meet at Las Cruces, on the
The primaries for this convention will be 17h
day of Septemlier. A. I). 18114, or Inmiedl-rtel- y
held SeptemlMT 8.
after the adjournment of the TerritorThe committee resolved that the several ial Convention,
for the purpose of nominatprecincts In the county shall elect the num- ing Democratic candidates to represent the
ber of delegates to the democratic county 8th and 91 h Council Districts In the 31st Leg
convention as apportioned, and n liko num- islative Assembly of New Mexico.
ber of alternates who shall serve in cuse the
In said Convention Dona Ana and Grant
delegates fall to attend the convention, but in Counties
be entitled to seven Delegates.
no case shall proxies bo ullowed except when Lincoln towill
Ave mid Chaves and Kddy to three
neit her delegate nor his altérnate can attend, Delegates
each.
In which event the delegate may give his
The Chairmen of the various county uom- proxy to some bona fide resident of his pre- mlttes
urgcntlvnnd respectfully reuiiest- are
cinct only.
ed to take the necessary steps to have their
J. W.Flkmino,
represented.
fully
Counties
Chairman Democratic County Committee.
Ij. W. I.KNOIlt.
C. tí. Bki.u Secretary.
Chairman Dem. Council Dlst, Com.
V, B. May. Secretary.
Otllclul Directory.

Oak Grove,
San Juan,
Klcolite,
Mangas,

22,
23,
24,
25,

FKPEKAL.

tl

Nilver City

Post Olllce.

Office open dally except Sunday from 8 a.m
Delegate to Congress
3
to 7 p. m.
Governor
Grant
open Sundays from to ll:40 a. m.. and one
Secreta ry
It
Guadalupe
Chief Justice hour after arrival of railway mall.
Lincoln
5
Money order department oH!ii dally except
N. C. Collier,
)
.Mora
Sundays from 8 a. in. to Op. m.
A. A. Freeman,
Klo Arriha
HI
Mall closes for Fort Kaviird. Cent nil. Han
X. HeLiiiighlin,
Associates
Sun .luau
2
over, Georgetown and all railroad points dal
A. h. ran,
21
San Miguel
L. W. Lenoir.
ork Third Judicial District ly ai :4U a. m.
10
Santa Fo
Mail closes for Mogollón and all IntermediSurveyor General
Charles F. Easley,
4
Sierra..
M.
V. 8. Collector ate poll. ts at 8a. in., Mondays, Wednesdays
Shannon,
Charles
8
Socorro
IT.S. District Attorney mid Fridays.
J. H. Ilenimlngway,
8
Taos
wan closes ror Pinos Altos dally except
lT. 8. Marshal
Edward L. Hall,
3
I'lilon
W.
Loomls,
Deputy U.S. Marshal Sundays at 4:15 p. m.
II.
1
Valencia
Mall arrives from the east, west and south
V, S. Coal Minn Inspector
J. W. Fleming,
J. VI Walker. Santa Fo Register Land Office dally at 4 p, in.
130
Total
Mall arrives from Mogollón and Intermedi
Delgado,
Office
Lund
Fe
Kec'v'r
Santa
In further accord with said resolution the Pedro
LasCruees Keg'r Land Office ate points at tl p, m., Tuesdays. Thursdays
democratic central committees of the vari- John D. Hryan,Las
Saturdays.
and
Cruces Rcc'v'r Land Office
ous counties of the territory are hereby In- Richard Young, Koswell
Mall arrives from Pinos Altos dally except
Keg r Land Ofllco
structed to call county conventions for the V. G. Cosgrove, Koswell, Kec'v'r
Land olllce Sundays at 10:1)0 a. in.
elect lun of delegates according to said
L. A. SKEI.I.Y, I'OSTMAHTKK
W. W. Hovle. Clayton.
Keg'r Land Olllce
Insert
to
in
and
the call there- H. C. I'lckels, Clayt
Rcc'v'r Land Office
for an Invitation to all persons or organizations, without regard
to former party
TEHItlTOUIAU
Munitions, who intend to support the demoCO TO THE
cratic nominee for delegate, to participate in E. L. Bartlett,
Solicitor General
such conventions, declaring such persons J. H. Crist. Santa Fc,
attorney
District
elegidle to election as delegates to the terri- S. H. Newcomb. Las Cruces, "
"
torial convention hereby called.
Said W. H. Whlteman, Alb'que,
"
"
county committees are requested to make all C. G. Hell. Silver City,
"
"
arrangements for county conventions In M.W. Mills. Springer,
ample time and In accordance with the prac- L. C. Fort, Las Vegas,
"
"
,1, II. CitiST.
tice of the party.
"
"
Geo. B. linker. Koswell.
Tims. I", Gaiii.e.
Chairman.
F. I'lno,
Librarian
Secret ii ry.
II. S. Clancy.
Clerk Supreme Court
E. II. Rergmunn.Superlntendent Penitentiary
Adjutant General
Geo. W. Knaebel,
Democratic County Convention.
I!. J. Pulen.
Treasurer
Demetrio Perez,
Auditor
Chavez,
Snpt.
of Schools and buy your Dry Goods, Crockery,
Amado
Pursuant to an order of the democratic M. S. Hart.
Coal Oil Inspector
Tinware, Glassware and Notions
central committee of tirant county, a convention of the democratic voters of Grant
comer
CHEAP FOR CASH.
imuvate
claims.
land
of
county Is hereby called to meet at Silver
City Scplemlier 15, 1H04, In Morrill hall lit 10
We
sell lower than any other house In the
o'clock a. ni. for the purpose of nominating
Joseph R. Reed, of Iowa. Chief Justice.
city. It Is to YOUR INTEREST TO CALL.
democratic candidates for sheriff, probate
F. Stone, of CoAssociate
Justices
Wilbur
clerk, assessor, probate Judge, treasurer,
lorado; Thomas C. Fuller of North Carolina:
of schools, county surveyor, William M. Murray, of Tennessee; Henry C,
B. BOREXSTEX.
collector, coroner and three county commis- Sluss. of Kansas.
sioners, and electing eight delegates to
Mathey G. Keynol,
of Missouri, United
represent
Grant county In the demo- States Attorney.
cratic territorial convention which meets
N'.
M..
al Las Cruces.
Septemblr 17.
COUNTY.
Hill,
and to elect delegates
to the
district conventions to Ik' held for nominating candidates of the democratic party for M. W. Porterfleld,
Probate Judge
the territorial legislature.
J. W. Fleming,
Treasurer
The apport ionment has been made upon the E. M, Young,
Probate Clerk
basis of the vote cast for Antonio Joseph for A. H. Laird.
Sheriff
delegate to congress lit tile 18112 election.
O. W. Miles.
Assessor
The following Is a list of the precincts with K. L. Vowel.
Surveyor
the number of delegates each precinct Is en- S. S. Brannlu,
Commissioner
titled to, and the names of the persons con- Baylor Shannon,
Commissioner
Comer Broadway and Texas Sts.
stituting (lie democratic county committee Thomas roster
Commissioner
who will call precinct mass Hidings:
R. II. Thielmann,
School Superintendent
I'ersous author
No.
izeil to call
No.
Finest Brands of
of
I'reclnct
of deleMeeting.
gates. J. W. Fleming.
I'reclnct.
Ma vor
.1. W. Carter,
Lreusurer
I.
5
T. W. Ilolson.
Central,
Í
Win. I' Lorenr.,
Cleric WINES, LIQU0RS& CTr.AUS
7
I'lnos Altos. J. W. Jackson,
Attorney
Frank Wright,
20
Silver City. C. CI. Hell.
C.
L.
Cautley,
Murshal
I.r. Mimbres. I). S. (Jornia n.
3
3
Club Room in Connection.
.San Lorenzo, W. L. Thompson,
HO Altll OF EDUCATION.
Georgetown, ,i. A. rotter,
r
I'pper (ilia. W. I!. Horn.
Wm. Brahm,
G. N. Wood,
3
lowcr (Jila. A. C. Windham.
R. L. Powel.
I
Shakespeare. Thus. Kennedy,
BUSINESS IS BUSINESS!
10.
o
S. Harwell.
Ilatchlta.
COt'NCII.MKN.
IVmlng.
15
A. .I.Clark.
S. S. Hraiinln,
Mimbres.
M. K. White,
Jus. Glllett,
13.
Santa Itila. I'. Million,
Mu rll ii Ma her
Geo. D. Jones.
Cooks.
Chas. I'oe.
1(1

Anthony Joseph.
W. T. Tnoruton,
Lorlon Miller,
Thomas Smith,

H

1

-
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SILVER CITY

TEN CENT
STORE.

JOHN CARSON,

Parlor

Saloon

.

E. ROSENBERG,

1

Mat' ley,

III.

11.

.1.

HUE DEPARTMENT.

Doran,

(iold Dill.
Dave Kggleston,
'olumiiiis. J. K. I lent ley.
Illackhavk, II. Kltzshnnions.
Carlisle,
J. Scott Dawson,
Lordsburir. .1, 1'. Ownbv.
i'lne Ciénega .Tom Hall.'

L. A.

BOOT AND SHOEMAKER.

Skelly

I promise you faithfully,

Chief
In the long run,
Assistant Chief you shall save half your money, by having
C. C.
It. Hose Co. your work neatly antl promptly done to suit
Foreman.
liltehlll
Steve I'hle
Foreman, j. W. F. Hose Co yourself, at E. ROSENBERG'S
vt.r. Lorcnz roremun. Hook and LndderCo.
Sliver City, N. M.

St. George Robinson
Vt

1

.

